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Abstract
OBSERVATIONALINTELLIGENCE: AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTATIONALACTUAL
ENTITIES AND THEIR USE OF AGENTS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
By Brandon Scot Saunders, M.S.
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Master of Science at Virginia
Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2007
Director: Dr. David Primeaux, Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science

This thesis paper's focus is on the use of Alfred North Whitehead's concept of Actual Entities as a
computational tool for Computer Science and the introduction of a novel usage of Actual Entities as
learning agents. Actual Entities are vector based agents that interact within their environment through
a process called prehension. It is the combined effect of multiple Actual Entities working within a
Colony of Prehending Entities that produces emergent, intelligent behavior. It is not always the case
that prehension functions are known beforehand and frequently it is too complex a process to do by
hand. Through the use of Artificial Neural Networks and a technique called Observational Intelligence,
Actual Entities can extract the behavior that occurs between intervals of observable phenomena. This
behavior is then converted into a functional form and generalized to provide a knowledge base for how
an observed object interacts with its surroundings.

1

Theory and Preface

[The] true method of philosophical construction is to frame a scheme ideas, the best that one
can, and unflinchingly to explore the interpretation of experience in terms of that scheme.
-A.N. Whitehead, Preface to Process and Reality
In an era when Einstein was formulating the special and general theories of relativity, Alfred North
Whitehead was busy with his own theory to explain how the universe works. Unlike many
philosophies which focused on objects having a stable, continuous existence Whitehead's theory
instead saw objects as being in the process of perpetual change as well as having a persistence through
those changes [Whitehead, 1978]. Objects in existence were continually in the process of becoming
rather than in a state of completion and hence the laws that applied to them were dynamic as well.
Experiencing, Whitehead argued, was what constituted existence. Tangible objects then, according to
the theory, were simply accumulations through time of experience.
An example of this concept is that of a clay pot. A clay pot is obviously a tangible object of certain
dimensions and made up of various materials. It can also be seen though as a collection of occurances
that all happen to coincide at the instant that the clay pot is being observed. The clay pot is made up of
the experience of the craftsman shaping, molding and firing the clay. Furthermore, the clay used in the
pot is made up of millions of clay related molecules that in the course of their existence have perhaps
traveled far through rivers and rainwater to coalesce together at the craftsman's source of clay. These
clay molecules in turn were the result of various experiences, some from wear off of mineral rich rocks
and some the result of hydrothermic reactions. In short, since the beginning of time, there have been
countless events in time that all cumulatively added up to form the clay pot. And similarly, given time,
the pot will gain experience as well, perhaps as a family heirloom or be smashed and scattered to the
winds. The point is that looking at the atoms that constitute the pot are not sufficient to understand the
reality of the pot. It is the sum total of events that have occurred with everything involving the pot that
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makes up its reality.
Compared to Einstein's theory, Whitehead's seminal work on process theory Process and Reality has
received relatively limited acknowledgment. It has, however, maintained a following among
philosophers and has gained some attention in the computer science community as a computational tool
[Henry, 1986], [Henry, 1993] and [Dibbon, 2000]. The use of philosophical concepts have been proven
as useful tools for recent attempts to digitize intelligence [Vida, 1998] especially since the topic of how
the mind works has been of profound importance to philosophy since its inception. This thesis will
show that it can be used as a powerful modeling technique to represent a diverse range of behavior.
Furthermore it will be shown that the theory's elevation of experiencing makes it a strong candidate for
computer implementations of learning methods, especially those which take as their training data still
frames of real life experiences. Finally, an implementable scheme will be outlined for the use of this
theory in practice, as well as a potential method for extracting rules from the observation of the
learning engines within Actual Entities. Coding samples will also be provided in the appendix from
applications which have made use of Actual Entities in order to demonstrate their usefulness as a
modeling tool.

2

Actual Entities
Poetry, even when apparently most fantastic, is always a revolt against artifice, a revolt, in a
sense, against actuality.
-James Joyce

Stated simply, Actual Entities are the atomic units of Whitehead's theory. They cannot be divided any
further, or perhaps better stated, any possible division of an Actual Entity results in an Actual Entity.
As such they can easily be misconstrued as something similar to atoms or molecules but according to
theory they are not necessarily tied to physical matter. In other words, Actual Entities may exist
without a corporal component. Instead they are stated as being elements of experience.
Defining an Actual Entity from a philosophical standpoint is a little difficult though. Since they are the
ultimate blocks of reality they may be viewed from many perspectives, all of which are correct
perspectives but ultimately only a limited view of the Actual Entity in its total form. Whitehead states
[1978] that the viewing of Actual Entities from the perspective of their behavior (prehensions) is the
most complete and reliable of views. This view coincides with the view expressed in Kant's Critique
of Pure Reason, namely because objects are viewed by inherently limited senses, the observer can not
be positive of the objective nature of the object. However inferences taken from observed behavior can
provide glimpses of facets of an object that may not be immediately discernible to human senses. For
example, the nature and behavior of black holes in space can not be seen by the naked eye, however
their impact on the surrounding light provides clues as to their existence and structure.
Whitehead hints in Process and Reality that Actual Entities are vector based. This is due to the fact
that the behavior of an Actual Entity involves an entity and some other object, defining a vector
relationship between the two. As their definition as an atomic unit implies, they embody a single
instance of existence. However, this single instance is a matter of perspective, it could be a single cell,
a single person or an entire planet. As Whitehead puts it, an Actual Entity [1978] is a singularity of a
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being. It is independent and novel from all other entities. Complex substances may be made up of
multiple entities all of which function independently and via different behaviors but from another
perspective this group of entities can be seen as an individual entity.
One of the most important concepts of Actual Entities is that an Actual Entity is not simply its state but
rather its state is a result of its history. The two cannot be separated. Just as a person is more than
simply their current physical condition but rather a rich history of all the incidents occurring from their
birth onwards, so too is an Actual Entity more than simply its current vector position.
It is remarkable that Whitehead does not provide a computational implementation by which to describe
an Actual Entity, considering that it is the principle element of his theory. However, since it is
described as a vector and links are made to Cartesian space, it is perhaps appropriate to consider them
as points in a space capable of representing all possible aspects of the entity. This “point”
representation should not be taken to mean a Cartesian position possessing no dimension, but simply a
pointer to indicate an Actual Entity's novelty and independence from every other Actual Entity. It
serves as a marker to describe an entity in a human-understandable form while providing little or no
information about its physical appearance to human eyes (should it possess physical dimensions). The
vector position is part of a conception model, which may or may not have a physical correlation in the
universe. This conceptual model will be discussed further in the section on implementation of Actual
Entities.

3

Prehension Functions

3.1

Prehension as Defined by Whitehead

Prehensions can be defined as the observations that an Actual Entity makes and the resulting impact of
those observations. It is very tempting to confuse prehensions with the input received through the
senses, however this perspective is somewhat limiting. Prehensions extend beyond the senses to
encompass the observation of the entire subjective reality of some observable object. The distinction is
important because while some attributes of an Actual Entity may not be perceivable by senses, they
may still have a noticeable impact on an entity's behavior.
Whitehead uses the word prehension to assist in his description of feelings. He uses feelings to mean
the process employed by an Actual Entity in order to appropriate those elements it requires to complete
or “satisfy” itself [Whitehead, 1978]. In other words, all Actual Entities are in the process of
becoming, and prehensions are the means by which they acquire the materials needed to become that
something. In a practical sense this means that prehensions are the manner in which an Actual Entity is
capable of altering itself based on its environment.
The depth to which these prehensions affect the Actual Entity is determined by the entity's subjective
aim. An entity's subjective aim is its purpose, the goal of its existence. For example, an acorn's
subjective aim might be to become an oak tree. Note that this aim may be non-static in time. While
the entity representing an acorn's subjective aim may be to become an oak tree, the entity which
represents an oak tree may have a subjective aim to produce new acorns or to revert back to the dirt
from which it sprang. The topic of subjective aim is as shaky as the debate on fate versus free will, but
for this thesis, the subjective aim can be considered as the goal towards which the designer wishes an
Actual Entity to reach.
Unfortunately in the course of writing his major work on Actual Entities, Process and Reality,
10
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Whitehead never goes into depth as to how the process of prehension should work in a computational
simulation. It is not something which is necessary in the initial context of the discussion of his
theorem. For purposes of computer science, however, some form of a function must be defined for the
computer to act on. Whitehead provides the following relevant guidelines: that prehension occurs
between a prehending and a prehended object and that it is only the prehending object which is altered
by prehension. Prehension requires the following three elements, a prehending object, a prehended
object and the object being prehended as it is perceived by the prehending object.
He goes on to discuss the difference between negative and positive prehension. Positive prehension,
according to Whitehead, is the process by which an entity changes based on its reaction to a prehended
object. Negative prehension, on the other hand, occurs when prehension does not cause a prehending
entity to alter its state. In other words, negative prehension is not the inverse of a particular change but
rather the lack of change altogether. A distinction is made between prehension of other actual entities,
physical prehension and prehension of eternal objects, conceptual prehension though the process of
prehension is the same for both. Beyond these and a few other key points, he leaves the interpretation
of the prehension function to later scholars.

3.2

Prehension as Defined by Primeaux

Some papers suggest the applicability of certain programming languages such as Prolog to implement
the functionality of Whitehead's theory of prehension, however they do not go into depth as to the
functions involved. Primeaux provides one possible form of the prehension function in his paper on
Trust-Based Learning [2000]. His proposal breaks up the function into multiple steps for ease of
understanding even though the function may be collapsed into a single, complex step.
The first step in Primeaux's prehension process is to determine the distance. This is done by the
following formula

12
D j =O j !I j

Dj is the distance in the j dimension between the prehending entity I and the prehended entity O. This
portion of the function is necessary in the application of thresholds. In Primeaux's Trust-Based
Learning thresholds are used to determine the extent to which an entity is prehending something that is
novel to it. If the distance between two entities exceeds a certain threshold, the prehension is
considered negative. He sets it up in this manner so that two entities whose attributes are very different
from one another are more reluctant to trust the information gained from prehension. The subfunction
that introduces negative prehension is given in the next formula

W j=

{

1!"D j" if

# D j$%
j

0, otherwise

}

In this formula, wj is a function of the distance between the entities. As the entities' distance increases,
wj becomes smaller and the resulting movement is diminished. Once a certain distance ! (outer
threshold) has been reached, all prehensions are negative and the entity will not move. This calculation
was refactored in a later paper describing the use of groups of Actual Entities in finding maxima
through swarm behavior [Primeaux, 2006] to this formula (paraphrased for simplicity)

{

2
2
2
W j= 1!"D j" if & D0 'D1 '... D n$%
0, otherwise

}

This calculation makes use of the proper Euclidean distance. After the threshold is calculated it then
feeds into the next subfunction, which calculates a scaled difference among all the dimensions

s=

# wj
j

(W )

This s factor was used to scale movement so that entities did not collapse together immediately but
rather moved towards one another over time. In subsequent papers, [Primeaux, 2006] and [Saunders,
2006], this scaling function was given greater freedom. Future papers simply describe it as a scaling
factor that is calculated based on the environment. All of the preceding factors contribute into what
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Primeaux calls the subjective form
f j=s g t W j D j
gt in this case is a scaled average of the values in the F calculated for the previous time slice. This was
to provide an averaging over time so that frequently seen values would have greater impact than
infrequent observations. This function was later altered in the maxima paper [Saunders, 2006] to better
suit a wide range of possible prehension functions. The modified prehension function is as follows
f j=s W j D j

This function drops gt for a representation that treats every prehension with the same scaled
representation. The subjective form is then used to calculate the prehending entity's new position by
the function
Otj'1=Otj ! f

j

As is obvious from the modifications given, the formulation of the prehension function is not set in
stone. Even the foundation based on Euclidean distance is not required, although considering the
point-like nature of Actual Entities it seems in some implementations to be the one that makes the most
sense. The functions provided here are for the most part continuous, however this is not a requirement.
The definition of a prehension function is that it provides a way for entities to observe the subjective
conditions of their environment and to alter their state based on those conditions. By this definition
then, any function which takes as input a prehending entities state and a prehended entities state and
provides as output a new state (which may be the same as the old state) can serve as a prehension
function.

3.3

Subjective Aim

The subjective aim of a prehension function could be considered the goal or the end purpose of the
function. For example, the subjective aim of a prehension function that causes an acorn to grow into an
oak tree is to make an oak tree. From a philosophical standpoint this is a cautiously phrased statement.
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Obviously the prehension and growth of the acorn does not stop at the oak tree, an oak tree grows, dies
and is converted back into its composite elements. Does this then mean that the subjective aim of an
acorn/oak tree prehension function is actually to convert an acorn into mulch? Whitehead clarifies it in
this way, that the subjective aim of a prehension, and by extension of an Actual Entity, has to do with
the immediate present as well as the relevant future. That is, the subjective aim of a prehension can
change outside of the relevant future. So the subjective aim of an acorn may be to grow into an oak
tree, whereas the same prehension has the subjective aim of turning back into mulch as an oak tree
[Whitehead, 1978]. Furthermore, these subjective aims may in fact be working in tandem, since it is
frequently the case that acorns do not reach maturity as an oak tree but rather are reduced to their
composite elements prior to that state. Prehensions may be divided further into other prehensions
[Whitehead, 1978]. Whitehead calls this coalition of prehensions 'mutual sensitivity.' To view the
transition from acorn to composite elements should not, in Whitehead's sense, be seen as a failure of an
acorn to achieve its subjective aim to become an oak tree, but rather the transition to or the
overpowering of the subjective aim to decompose.
For the present purpose, the subjective aim of a prehension function as well as its association to a
particular Actual Entity need only go so far as to correctly model the environment that is sought.
Further observations may introduce new subjective aims into the grand subjective aim of a prehension
function, so the structure must be made flexible enough to allow the introduction of new goals. In fact,
the very point of this thesis may be boiled down into the extraction of said subjective aims. Since the
existence of a prehension function serves to fulfill some aim, the learning of these prehension functions
may be viewed as the discovery of the end or immediate goal of an Actual Entity. Consequentially, the
closer the model derived is to the true subjective aim of an object observed in the real world, the better
the model can be said to be. Of course, this striving towards observational clarity is marred by the
same problems associated with science: that the entirety of an observable phenomenon can never truly
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be known since the very act of observation causes change. However, it is the active pursuit of these
goals that make the use of Actual Entities a worthwhile scientific endeavor.

4

Thresholds
The teacher who is indeed wise does not bid you to enter the house of his wisdom but rather
leads you to the threshold of your mind.
- Khalil Gibran

One of the major contributions of Primeaux's paper [2000] was the introduction of thresholds. The
concept is that a Euclidean distance exists, beyond which all prehensions are negative. This distance is
what Primeaux terms the threshold.
When Actual Entities were used as a geometrical modeling tool by Saunders and Primeaux [Saunders,
2006] the concept of an internal and an external threshold was introduced. The distinction was made
by Saunders that an external threshold was one beyond which all prehensions were negative whereas an
internal threshold was one inside of which all prehensions are negative. This introduction of an
internal threshold allowed for entities to “lock” themselves within a nexus. It also allowed for entities
to have volume within their environment. In other words, by giving a threshold within which entities
cannot pass, groups of entities are given an external boundary, a definition of form.
Internal and external thresholds are calculated at the same time as the Euclidean distance between
entities. Their values range over the set {0,1}.

Outer threshold

Inner threshold

Negative prehension

Positive prehension

Fig. 1: Inner and Outer Thresholds
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5

Eternal Objects
There are gems of thought that are ageless and eternal
- Cicero

An Eternal Object can best be described only in its relation to Actual Entities [Whitehead, 1978]. It
exists only in so far as an Actual Entity is capable of perceiving it. Another way of saying this is that
an Eternal Object is absolute potential whereas an Actual Entity is concrete achievement [Whitehead,
1978]. An Eternal Object cannot prehend because it does not truly exist in the same manner that an
Actual Entity does. Per Whitehead, as a result of its transient nature, observation (not prehension) of
an Eternal Object can only lead to more Eternal Objects, however their existence helps further define
an Actual Entity [1978]. It is similar to the case of an idealized role model existing to help shape a
person's developing personality.
Eternal Objects are constant across all possible environments. In other words, regardless of what
universe you're dealing with, things that are constant, for example the color red, will be the same
concept no matter where or in what circumstances the concept is used. The perception of the concept
of red may change, such as in the case of color blindness, but its concept, particularly in its distinction
from other colors, is individual and so far as is scientifically observable, omnipresent [Whitehead,
1978].
Whitehead goes on to say [1978] that anything which does not have a reference to a definite object in
the temporal world can be declared as an Eternal Object. This seems to suggest that concepts and ideas
are Eternal Objects whereas anything tangible is an Actual Entity. In fact, any thing representable as an
Actual Entity which never is modified or updated in any way can also be considered an Eternal Object.
There is still some discussion as to the pragmatic representation on Eternal Objects, since not all
concepts can be translated into a vector-based representation. It is conjectured that the entire set of
Eternal Objects can be split into two halves: the representable half, positionable in n-dimensional space
17
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and the non-representable. The non-representable class includes those difficult to quantify ideals and
concepts, such as the idea of red or the concept of a circle. These ideals are nigh if not completely
impossible to map into a coordinate plane but they do fit in very well as the end goal of a subjective
aim. For example, one of the subjective aims of a ripening red delicious apple is to become a shade of
red. The concept of red serves as the ideal which the reddening portion of an apple's prehension
function is striving towards. This distinction, however, is made entirely by the author and is not
present in Whitehead's work. It serves only to aide in the implementation of the theory.

6

Eternal Objects as Target Functions

Whereas Eternal Objects in Trust-Based Learning of Data Characteristics by An Actual Entity
[Primeaux, 2000] and Modeling and Simulation of Nanoscale Self-Assembly Structures [Pidaparti,
2006] represented data that did not change, that is entities which cannot prehend, there is a category of
information more complex than a single data point which must also be represented. An example of this
is the concept of a circle. Previously [Saunders, 2006], there was an attempt to represent this as an ndimensioned Eternal Object due to its unchanging nature . However, it is counterintuitive to say that
the unchanging concept of a circle can be represented in some n-dimensional space. By definition a
circle, and for that matter any geometric ideal, is only a circle if it conforms to a mathematical formula.
Consequentially, the necessity of ideal functions becomes apparent if an environment of entities is
going to attempt to organize itself into those ideals. If an Actual Entity environment is to be self
sufficient, it must contain those laws which govern the existence which the environment seeks to
model. The notion of Eternal Objects as target functions provides these laws.
Much the Eternal Objects in the previous chapter may be perceived but can not move based on
prehensions themselves, target functions are similarly limited. Target functions do not exist in any
physical sense within the environment and, in fact, should not be explicitly stated in the
implementation either. Rather, they are laws which are known to exist, such as the mathematical laws
or the laws of physics, but they are laws which are visible only by proxy. For example, the laws of
physics can only be perceived by objects in the world following those laws. Humans can perceive the
laws of gravity by watching objects fall.
Great care must be taken to avoid understanding target functions as rules which entities follow. This is
the first step towards making Actual Entities rule based, which limits their flexibility. Instead, target
functions represent functions which can be perceived through the observation of reality, prehension in
19
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Whitehead's terms. A group of Actual Entities then is as good a model of its real world counterpart
insofar as its prehension functions coincide with its target functions.
The introduction of target functions simultaneously offers both a measure with which to judge the
“correctness” of an entity environment as well as provides the means with which to extract previously
unknown environmental laws from the interactions of entities. When a group of entities is instructed to
learn an observable phenomenon and repeatedly ends up with the same set of prehension functions,
then those set of prehension functions can be assumed to represent the laws governing the observable
phenomenon.
The formal implementation of target functions is a minimal set of prehensions that, given an
appropriately sized group of Actual Entities, will over time produce an ideal relationship among the
entities. For example, given a group of at least four entities in a 2-dimensional environment, the target
function of a square would be the set of prehensions that would produce a relationship among those
entities, such that they would produce what can be perceived as a square. Note that this is inherently a
slippery definition because it is based on perception. Target functions in implementation represent an
ideal which may be perceived but can never be proven to be the exact formulaic definition of a
phenomenon. Actual Entities that are learning the functions governing an environment can then only
hope to approximate the true Target functions of that environment. Thus Eternal Objects occupy a
position worthy of their name, immovable and perceivable but ultimately unattainable. This distinction
between forms of Eternal Objects is made entirely by the author, though it seems to fit well in
Whitehead's theory.

7

Nexus

While Actual Entities may be the building blocks of reality in Whitehead's theory, the nex!s (or
singular nexus) are all the objects made up of two or more such building blocks. Stated explicitly, a
nexus is a group of Actual Entities bound together by some relationship of togetherness [Whitehead,
1978]. This relationship is created through prehensions. Thus it is only through prehension that an
entity may grow and develop and it is partially through the acquisition of new nex!s that an Actual
Entity “grows.”
According to Whitehead, the more complex the nexus, the greater the potential for abstraction. Thus a
house is an abstraction of a specifically situated collection of wood and nails. A neighborhood is a still
further abstraction. It is from the observations of concrete elements that more philosophical concepts
may be extracted. From a learning standpoint this is obvious, it is through frequent observation of the
behavior of an object that the nature of an object can be learned. This is as true for the laws of physics
as it is for the less reliable laws of personal relationships. The data must come first before the
abstraction.
As all Actual Entities are in the process of becoming, nex!s help provide the stages in that transition
towards what Whitehead calls an entity's satisfaction. All entities are trying to reach their satisfaction
and it is partially through the formation of nex!s that this is possible. In the limiting case, once an
entity is in relation to all other entities in existence through positive and negative prehensions, it has
reached its theoretical maximum and found its satisfaction. In programming terms, this may be termed
the convergence of an Actual Entity.
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Colony of Prehending Entities
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world;
indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.
- Margaret Mead

Colonies of Prehending Entities (COPE) were introduced by Primeaux to simulate the behavior of
groups of Actual Entities [Primeaux, 2000]. They consist of all Actual Entities within a closed,
artificial environment. For practical purposes COPEs are seen to be made up of Actual Entities that
inhabit the same n-Dimensional space. An implemented COPE has by definition some desired end
goal, for example the organization of the colony in such a manner as to model some phenomena.
One actual implementation of a COPE is simply an array of Actual Entities and (possibly) Eternal
Objects. Each Actual Entity and Eternal Object is represented by its vector position and Actual Entities
also have a corresponding prehension function. Actual Entities in the COPE are thus limited to
viewing just the topmost level of information about each member in the COPE.
From a programming perspective, the COPE operates as a driver for the environment. As such, COPEs
only have two functions. They are allowed to select two entities from the COPE via a selection process
and they are allowed to start the prehension process between those two entities. Previous papers
[Primeaux, 2006] have described the selection process as a random one, however there is no reason that
this should be the only process considered. Random selection was chosen because it was a process that
simulated the simultaneous prehension that was to occur in Whitehead's theory where each entity
contained its own reference of time [Whitehead, 1978].
Obviously, this parallelism is not possible on a single computer, especially when time in Whitehead's
theory is independent. If the designer is willing to part with time independence and instead operate on
a time step, then an alternate method of selection can be used. In this case, an entity prehends every
other entity in the COPE, adding the results of each prehension to a vector. Once an entity has
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prehended all entities in the COPE, the resulting vector is stored in the entity and the process is
repeated with the next entity in the array. This process is repeated until all entities have prehended
every other entity, at which point they all move. The entire procedure is considered one time step.
Distributing COPEs is another logical step. The Actual Entity implementation described here is easily
distributed and computed in parallel. The only portion of the procedure that needs to be modified is the
selection method defined in a COPE. If the COPE is to be distributed the selection process must
consolidate each computer's collection of entities into a single virtual COPE and select entities from
there. The prehension process can then proceed as normal.

9

Glue

Glue can be a very important factor when modeling an environment. It defines how strongly two
entities in an aggregate group are related. This binding is implemented as a floating point variable over
the range of real numbers greater than and including 0. Glue has an effect on the result of a prehension
after all of the calculations in Primeaux's formulas [2000].
Otj!1=Otj "r j# f

j

In this formula, rj is the glue factor. It's calculation is performed only by entities within a nexus group
after an entity within the nexus has prehended. It has the potential to accelerate or slow down
movement based on positive prehension. In effect, it acts like a plasma binding entities together. Some
plasmas are rigid, like an iron bar between two entities, keeping the distance between two entities
constant. Other plasmas are more like rubber bands, where a pull on one entity can cause another
entity to move, but at a slower rate due to the stretchiness of the plasma. In other cases the plasma may
cause the affected entity to snap towards the moving entity, as if a rubber band were snapping back.
The addition of glue gives Actual Entities the ability to emulate much more complex behavior than
prehension using the simple representation.
For a programmatic implementation glue values are given within a nexus for each nexus relationship.
Entities have a glue value of 1 with themselves.
In general, there are four categories for glue values. Glue with a value of 1 means that no acceleration
or deceleration occurs to the prehension, the seperation distance is constant. Values less than 1 but
greater than 0 cause accelerating movement. For example, if the prehending entity moves 5 units of
distance, the aggregated entity might move 10. If a glue variable is given a value greater than 1, then
decelerated movement occurs. For example, if the prehending entity moves 5 units of distance, the
aggregated entity might move only 3. The final category is when glue is given a value of 0. Entity
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relationships who have a glue value of 0 do not move at all regardless of whether normal prehension
between entities is positive. This is useful when being part of a group means that the entity loses its
ability to move.
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Fig. 2: Various uses of glue, i) a connection with
acceleration, ii) a connection with deceleration and iii) a
constant connection

The use of glue is an invention entirely of the author outside of Whitehead's theory, but it is frequently
necessary for complicated relationships. While the notion of nex!s is defined by Whitehead, it doesn't
appear to be explained enough by him to cover such differing bonds as gels, magnetic pull and
concrete. For the sake of generality glue was introduced as an implementation metaphor to expand the
representational space of Actual Entities.

10

Mereotopology

Mereotopology can broadly be defined as the study of the part in relation to the whole. In other words
it seeks to understand the notion of boundaries. Boundaries are used to describe when an object may
be logically broken up into segments and when it must be seen as a single contiguous entity. It also
deals with conflicts of identity, when one thing must cease being called by one name and acquires a
new one.
A classic example of Mereotopology is the acorn and the oak tree. An oak tree begins its life as a
simple acorn, so logically somewhere in the process of absorption of water and minerals an acorn
ceases to be an acorn and must be called something else. At what point then is it possible to say that an
acorn is no longer and acorn but a sapling? Are a certain number of root cells required or does it occur
at the first emergence of a leaf? The reverse example is that a knife on the table. If an atom of the
blade is removed one by one at what point can the knife no longer be called a knife?
These are questions which are important from a theoretical point of view but they also have a very
important bearing on any realistic modeling implementation. Computers run on rules and discrete
classifications. From a programming point of view it's possible to have an oak tree sway in the breeze,
but it makes no sense to have an acorn do the same thing. The rules that govern the two objects are
seemingly different. A knife can cut but a handle cannot. Typically programs can get around this by
instantiating objects in their full form, circumventing the transition. However, if the object of a
program is to accurately model the growth of an acorn into an oak tree, the programmer is stuck either
with creating transitory objects that contain aspects and methods of both stages or to seek
implementations which allow for emergent behavior.
Some examples of models which allow for emergent behavior are Swarms and Ants. These will be
discussed briefly in their own section. Another solution to the problem is to use Actual Entities.
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Models that possess emergent behavior have the benefit of an implementation that is constant, that is
they possess a single set of rules. However, by working in a group, an implementation with emergent
behavior exhibits different actions than just the single set of rules seems to suggest. In other words,
their interaction with other agents within the model results in activity that is not necessarily explicitly
stated in any of the agents' set of rules.
Typically this alternate behavior grows in magnitude in relation to the number of agents involved up to
a certain point, after which the collaborative behavior starts to trail off. It is similar to the analogy of
having too many cooks in the kitchen. Interestingly, unlike many other models which exhibit emergent
behavior, Actual Entities do not appear to follow this law of diminishing returns. This is most likely
due to the fact that the interaction among entities does not produce contention among resources.
Prehension by an Actual Entity only results in the modification of that entity, the prehended entity is
used in a read-only fashion. Theoretically, an entity's clock is also individual, so this frees the bottleneck of a global time step as well. In certain implementations though, these issues may still be
problematic, so it is only safe to assume that Actual Entities are safe from diminishing returns in the
ideal.
Mereotopology also plays an interesting role in the current implementation of Actual Entities discussed
in this thesis. The current implementation makes use of what it calls nex!s and glue in order to group
individual entities together into larger functioning objects. These terms will be discussed further in
their own sections but it is important to note that the implementation described in this thesis conforms
to the concepts that are espoused in Mereotopology. That is, boundaries may be drawn initially at a
very small scale, i.e. the entity but they are not limited to this static definition. As time progresses, the
boundaries defined within a model may merge to include multiple entities and for the sake of
computation some of these groupings may be seen as atomic. In other words, although Actual Entities
allow for a group of entities to function individually, they may be viewed as a single logical object just
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as a knife may be seen as a collection of atoms or as a cutting utensil. From either viewpoint, the
behavior of the higher ordered object is a result of both the individual parts and the collaboration of all
of those parts as a whole.
For the purposes of this thesis, no further discussion on the philosophical ramifications of
Mereotopology will be necessary. However the importance of part-whole relationships and the patterns
of emergent behavior resulting from them will continue to play an important role in the implementation
of Actual Entities as a computational model of reality.

11

Programmatic Representation of Actual Entities

The most succinct method of representing an Actual Entity is as the simple object, <V, P>, where V is a
vector representation of the entity's position in space and P is the entity's prehension function. This
representation is faithful to Whitehead's philosophy and will be referred in this paper as the simple
representation. A representation that is sometimes more useful takes into account groups of Actual
Entities, the complex object, <V,P,N>. In this case V and P retain their meanings from the simple
representation. N is a simple nexus object <L,G> where L is the list of other entities grouped with this
entity. G is a list of binding strengths between this entity and the associated entity in N. In other
words, Gn describes the strength of attraction between the entity described by <V,P,N>and the entity
referred to by Ln. This paper will refer to this representation as the complex representation. It is
important to note that this representation is a break from Whitehead's theory, as his theory only defines
an Actual Entity based on its position and the prehension function(s) that govern it. However, his
theory does make note of a nexus. This provides one possible method of implementing the relationship
between the three in an object-oriented fashion.
For both representations, V can either be represented as a fixed length array or a variable length array.
Current practice, however, seems to suggest that there are no discernible benefits to modeling that can
be gained from using a variable length array. Variable length arrays imply that new attributes will be
generated in the course of prehension. In general, attributes that are dynamically generated are not
useful to an observer because they can not be related to perceptible phenomena. Instead the most
obvious use for adding attributes to an entity is to provide shortcuts for computation. For example, an
additional dimension could be added to a collection of entities representing cancer data. This
dimension could be calculated from the set of attributes that are suspected to identify whether a patient
has cancer. However, while this calculation might make the driver program run faster, it imposes
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centralized control on an entity's position. This is contrary to Whitehead's theory of emergent behavior.
Variable length arrays will be brought up again in relation to learning algorithms for Actual Entities.
For most modeling applications if an attribute might have a bearing on behavior it is reasonable to
include it from the onset and give it a value of unset until it is needed.
The array V can be implemented using a set of objects, however benefits can be had by using
enumerated data types and normalizing the data. Although it will be more apparent when discussing
learning algorithms, there is an obvious advantage when calculating the linear formulas of prehension
if the inputs are all numerical.
The prehension function is one element of Actual Entities that paradoxically was not discussed in depth
in any of Whitehead's writings despite its importance. Primeaux provided a general framework for
trust based prehension [2000]. In practice, the subfunction categories defined by Primeaux are
sufficient for almost all modeling applications that use the simple representation. Modeling
applications which make use of the complex representation typically need to add new subcategories for
the prehension function. Prehension functions are discussed further in their own section.
The nexus element N is most efficiently implemented as a list of entity-binding strength pairs <Ln,Gn>.
Ln should be represented as a pointer to an entity. This allows cyclic and acyclic aggregations. That is
entity A may be in an aggregate relationship with entity B regardless of whether entity B is in a nexus
relationship with A. The nexus element is defined and explained in greater detail in its own section.
Eternal Objects are represented in generally the same fashion as Actual Entities with the stipulation that
effectively, they never execute a prehension function. The simple representation of an eternal object
can be defined then as <V, Pn> and the complex representation as <V,Pn, N>. Pn in this case is a
prehension object which always results in a negative prehension.

12

Programmatic Implementation of Prehension Functions

In this research, the implementation of the prehension function has changed more than any other
component in the development of a computation approach to Actual Entities. It's gone from being a
single method within an Actual Entity object to an object in its own right comprised of multiple
functional steps. The cardinality of functional objects has gone from infinite to two. Initially,
prehension functions were specially designed for the model's goal. In other words, if the prehension
function was intended to generate a cube there was a special cube function object. It was noticed that
all the prehension functions could be boiled down to two special functions, an attraction function and a
repulsion function. The principle behind this is the observation that just as clay can be pushed and
pulled to represent any 3-dimensional object, the expectation is that Actual Entities may be drawn
towards or away from other entities to represent any n-dimensional object.
This thesis introduces a novel method for implementing a prehension function, using an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) as a functional machine. Without considering the learning aspects, an ANN is
capable of taking input and distinctly mapping it to an output. Since they are capable of approximating
any computable function [Hornik, 1989], it can be said that the set of all prehension functions is a
subset of all functions representable by an ANN.
More importantly, the simplicity of a trained ANN means that the speed of computation may increase
compared to that of an object going through the steps defined by Primeaux's sub-functions. The
calculation of the results of a prehension function is the most computationally expensive part of a
running Actual Entity model. Selection of the entities involved in prehension and the adjustment of the
prehending entity after prehension are quick calculations but prehension objects that are well designed
typically require multiple method calls. Even if a prehension object is designed for efficiency over
readability the best it can approach is a single method that computes a function similar to that hidden in
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a comparably behaving ANN. The difference is that an Artificial Neural Network has a learning
element already built in whereas implementation of a prehension object would require overhead
methods and data structures to add this functionality.
In terms of efficiency the ANN is elegant in its role as an Actual Entity's prehension engine but
inefficient when used to extract the rules that comprise behavior. It provides all the functionality
needed for models which do not need a learning element while giving the option for learning without
requiring any additional structures. Computationally, an ANN provides a streamlined method of
prehending. Unfortunately though, the weights that make up an ANN provide little to no information
about how the ANN calculates its output. It functions as a black box. This does pose a problem for the
a priori generation of prehension functions. Unlike Primeaux's formulas which can be programmed
given a basic knowledge of the modeling environment, an ANN prehension engine almost has to be
derived. There are multiple possible weights which would give the desired behavior, however the brute
force method of deriving even one of these sets of weights would be an NP problem.
The learning method described in this thesis provides a way for the weights of an ANN prehension
engine to be discovered without requiring any previous knowledge of the modeling environment. It
can be used in conjunction with a modeling environment that makes use of Primeaux's formulas in
order to learn one possible set of weights to mimic the environment's behavior. So, if an initial period
of learning is feasible then the speed and learning capabilities gained by making the change from a
prehension engine that operates on Primeaux's subfunctions to an ANN are enough to justify the
training time.

12.1

Selection Function

The purpose of the selection function is to choose two entities from a group of Actual Entities for the
purposes of prehension, one being the prehending entity and the other being the prehended entity. For
the sake of efficiency the selection function doesn't typically select the same entity to both prehend and
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be prehended. The justification for this is that in the current implementation prehending an entity
which occupies the exact same space does not produce any alteration in state.
In an attempt to conform as much as possible to Whitehead's theory, this implementation uses a random
selection function to try to approximate the simultaneous, asynchronous prehension that Whitehead
described. One entity is chosen at random to act as the prehending entity and a second entity is
randomly chosen as the prehended entity. A new prehended entity is randomly selected should the two
entities be the same. There is no preference given to entities which have not prehended recently.
An alternative to this method is the time step selection function. In this variant each entity is allowed
to prehend every other entity in the group. Each prehension affects a vector transition variable in the
Actual Entity rather than modifying its state immediately. Once all entities have prehended each other
then they all update their states based on their transition variable. This method is useful for when
events need to occur simultaneously, however practice in the various implemented uses of Actual
Entities suggests that the final satisfaction of the model does not gain anything from simultaneous
prehension that it cannot achieve through random selection.

13

Implementation of Vector-Based Eternal Objects
Eternity is really long, especially near the end.
- Woody Allen

The implementation of vector-based Eternal Objects should be similar to that of Actual Entities since
their overall structure is the same. Eternal Objects should be defined simply by their position in vector
space. A prehension function is not needed since Eternal Objects cannot prehend. An Eternal Object
does not possess the aggregate object A as described in the section on implementation of Actual
Entities because prehension is needed prior to adding to an aggregate object. However, an Eternal
Object may be part of an aggregate group of Actual Entities. It must be noted however, that even if, as
a part of an aggregate, an Eternal Object is notified to prehend it cannot.
Vector Eternal Objects have a strange position in implementation. Although they are an important part
of Whitehead's theory, in most modeling applications there are few instances where they are useful.
There are exceptionally few things in nature which can be truly called immovable. They may be used
to provide a simplification of a model but really the removal of prehension from an entity does not gain
all that much in terms of efficiency in the long run. The sheer number of prehendable entities in a
normal COPE as compared to Eternal Objects means that the reduction in computation time is
negligible at best.
They do however have a purpose when dealing with certain abstract concepts. For instance, a COPE
representing a map could have eternal objects for certain landmarks or cities. Although in reality these
landmarks and cities may move or change, they serve as reference points from which an analysis of the
COPE may be made. Eternal Objects do not play a large part in the learning portion of this thesis,
however their inclusion into a COPE does not cause any disruption as their lack of movement means no
entity targets them for observation.
A possible implementation of functional Eternal Objects, target functions, is given in the section on
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target functions. Unlike vector-based Eternal Objects, functional Eternal Objects are constructed from
multiple prehension functions which when used by a group of entities result in some desired behavior.
To some degree, they are a form of subjective aim that are clearly defined and consistent across all
instances of their use. They can be thought of as meta-behavior. Though interesting, they are not
included in the implementation used by this thesis.

14

Implementations of Nex!s

Nex!s can be loosely defined as groups of Actual Entities that possess some relationship between each
other. The necessity of nex!s was apparent when entities began to be used to model objects that had
dependent reactions. In order to maintain the simplicity of prehension, prehension needs to be limited
to point objects. Expanding prehension to allow a prehending object to see a small cluster of entities is
possible, however it complicates the math. Furthermore, it sets the stage for different treatment
depending on entity type (i.e. whether the entity is an individual or part of a group). As stated before,
the goal of this implementation is to make prehension and entity modeling as simplistic as possible,
while requiring the least amount of modification to Whitehead's description of them. The concept of
nex!s given below provides a method for dealing with groupings of entities while maintaining the
simplicity of Whitehead's theory.
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Fig. 1: Implementation of Nexus through the use of L arrays

Nex!s are defined in this implementation as a vector of objects <L,G> where L is a pointer to an
Actual Entity and G is the strength of the binding between the current entity and the entity defined by
L. Each entity contains their own vector of <L,G> objects. This means that an entity retains its
autonomy and is only concerned with its immediate environment and those entities that are pertinent to
it.
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Typically entities form nex!s when they come within a certain distance of each other. This coincides
with the general understanding of nex!s, however there is nothing in the definition that requires
proximity for the creation of a nexus. In fact, depending on the environment, some entities may form
groupings without being anywhere near elements of the group. The only necessary precursor to the
formation of a nexus is that in order for an entity to form a nexus relationship with another entity, it
must prehend it first. The relationship can only be formed as a direct and immediate reaction to that
prehension. Therefore, as long as an entity can perceive another entity, it can form a nexus relationship
with it.
Note that this definition defines an implicit one-way relationship. In other words, an entity A can have
a relationship with another entity B without entity B having to have a relationship with entity A. Pairs
of entities that have nexus relationships with each other are tightly bound. One-way relationships
imply that the bound entity will be affected by its nexus, however, the nexus entities will not be
affected by any prehension by the bound entity. Tightly bound entities are affected regardless of who
in the group prehends.
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Fig. 4: Steps in the nexus process - 1) A prehends D, 2) A moves based on
prehension of D, 3) B and C are reminded to prehend A, 4) B and C move
based on prehension of A and C is reminded to prehend B 5) C moves based
on its prehension of B
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Entities in a nexus relationship affect each other by firing off a request to prehend to all entities in the
prehending entities nexus group. This is a recursive action. Given entities A,B and C and nexus
relationships between A and {B,C} and between B and C, then a prehension by entity A to some entity
D will cause two secondary prehensions and one tertiary prehension. After prehending D, A will notify
B and C. Entities B and C will then prehend A. After this secondary prehension, B will notify entity C
who will prehend B's new position. It's important to realize that just because prehension occurs, this
does not necessarily mean that most or any of the entities in a nexus group will move. The notification
just provides the possibility of a positive prehension.
There is dangerous possibility with this sort of representation that is inherent in any recursive function,
namely that of endless recursion. In order to prevent this, the recursive call to prehend must be defined
with a limiting variable and a base case.
void prehend (ActualEntity prehendedEntity, float count)
{
moveBasedOnPrehension(prehendedEntity)
if (count > END_CONSTANT)
{
for each ActualEntity ae in nexusEntities
ae.prehend(this, affectCount(count, LIMITING_CONSTANT))
}
return
}

The limiting constant described above affects how many levels back one prehension goes, how many
ripples it creates. It works in conjunction with the end constant to provide a base case for the
prehension to end.
Aggregated entities are held together by a glue variable. The glue variable determines how strongly
bound two entities are. Depending on the variable, entities within a grouping may move statically with
other members of the group, or they may lag behind or accelerate towards another entity. Glue and its
various effects are discussed in their own section.
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Implemented Uses of Actual Entities

Primeaux, Pidaparti and Saunders have developed several applications [Pidaparti, 2006] which use
Actual Entities as a basis for modeling. Among these a few major categories have arisen, image
manipulation, biological modeling, and data clustering. The next few sections will discuss applications
that have been completed or are in the process of being implemented.
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3-Dimensional Imaging of A Set of 2-D Images

One of the advancements in imaging technology for the medical community has been the advent of 3Dimensional images produced from photographs taken at certain intervals. This technology has been
used in PET scans to produce a rotateable model of a person's brain or other tissue based on progressive
images taken of the area. The process is similar to that used when drawing 3-D shapes on 2-D paper.
First two faces of the shape are drawn as normal with some space distancing them, and then lines are
drawn between the important vertexes, producing the illusion of 3 dimensions. In software used to
generate realistic 3-Dimensional images, a substantial number of vertexes are used and some
smoothing is done to produce an acceptable image, but the main concept remains the same.
Actual Entities are capable of the same process with little computational effort. The concept is the
same one used in the discussion of image recognition. Place two images one on top of the other and
use one to draw pixels from the other. In the case of 3-Dimensional images, the pulling criteria is the
same as with image recognition. Like colored pixels pull on each other. Each pixel in an image should
contain some number of Actual Entities n > 1. That way positive prehension by a pixel won't produce
a hole in the prehending entity's original image. This also allows for an image to be pulled towards the
image planes above and below it.
For example, if three planes were positioned one on top of another, the top and bottom planes
consisting of a single white pixel in the middle surrounded by black and the middle plane consisting of
a large white square filling up the middle of half of the plane, prehension among the three planes would
produce a 3-Dimensional white diamond shape. The entities along the edges of the middle plane would
be drawn towards the top and bottom planes' single white pixel with a sloping effect. If each
prehension brought a pixel one unit closer to the prehended pixel, the number of positive prehensions
an entity has been active in would correspond to an intermediary plane. In other words, if the middle
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and top planes are 10 units apart and a white pixel on the middle plane has positively prehended the top
plane 3 times then it would be a part of a dynamically constructed image plane 3 units above the
middle plane and 6 units below the top plane.

Fig. 5: Two Images drawing pixels from each other to
form a 3D cone

Obviously, the more planes that are given, the more realistic the image. By the same token, the finer
the distance between dynamically constructed planes, the smoother the resulting 3-D object will be.
Interestingly, though, the images aren't limited to a fixed set of two dimensions. For example, the
image set could consist of three planes on the XZ-axis as well as two planes on the YZ-axis. The result
is a clearer image.

Fig. 6: Actual Entity 3D Object Extraction
from 5 Image Planes (Planes given different
colors for clarity)
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This particular form of image extraction may also be used in the formation of geometric objects. Solid
objects would have one image plane for each face. Hollow objects could be provided with two planes
for each surface, an inner and outer boundary. Once the object was created, the planes are removed.
Further research needs to be done on this concept, however, before it can be labeled a suitable
replacement for the geometric modeling technique described earlier in this thesis.
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Data Clustering

Primeaux has demonstrated the use of Actual Entities as clustering agents [2000], that is agents which
are capable of moving data into groups based on common attributes. Unlike many other clustering
agents such as Ants or Swarms, Actual Entities act as both the agents and the data itself. This clears
the data environment of external forces while also allowing the data to change over time without
requiring it be released from an external agent's control first.
The process of clustering data with Actual Entities is rather simple. A basic attraction function is all
that is needed. Prehension occurs based on Euclidean distance. The definition of the outer threshold in
the prehension function provides the size for each grouping. In other words, the greater the outer
threshold, the greater the search space constituting a similar group. Every positive prehension brings
an entity closer to what it has prehended. Thus, over time, entities collapse into a single dense point.
This “point”, however, does not have to lie in all dimensions. It is possible, based on the prehension
function, for clustering to occur on one, some or all dimensions.

Fig. 1: Clustering in Progress

Fig. 2: Clustering From Another Perspective

Convergence, or the point at which prehension stops, is defined typically either by an elapsed period of
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time or by decreased movement within some delta boundary. In the second case, prehension stops once
all entities are so close to their groups that movement from prehension is imperceptibly small. In either
case, once convergence has been met groupings can then be visually or programmatically created based
on proximity.
Prehension functions which ignore certain dimensions can be used to produce stronger groupings based
on specific criteria. More interestingly though, is the prospect that using the method described in this
thesis, it is potentially possible for entities to learn which dimensions can safely be ignored if a
predefined clustering is available. For example, given sets of cancer data arrayed in n-dimensional
space and corresponding sets of that data clustered into the two sets, malignant and benign, it is
possible that the entities can learn the varying degrees to which the attributes classify the cancer.
Further research needs to be done on this use of the learning algorithm.
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Geometric Modeling

One of the first steps in proving the applicability of sound modeling techniques is to prove that they are
capable of representing simple geometric shapes. From these simple shapes, more complex objects can
be constructed. Only definitions for points, lines and triangles are required for the basics of geometric
modeling, since most modern graphics engines can create any sort of shape imaginable from these base
units. But the more base units a model can produce, the more expressive the model becomes.
Actual Entities have been proven by Primeaux and the author [Saunders, 2006] to be capable of
generating these necessary geometric base units as well as several other simple geometric shapes. The
method for production given in this paper is simple. Given a randomly dispersed environment of
Actual Entities and some focal Eternal Object off of which to base the desired object, the COPE needs
only to provide a prehension function that collapses the dispersed entities into a recognizable shape. In
this COPE implementation prehension occurs only between any randomly selected Actual Entity in the
COPE and the Eternal Object which acts as a focal point. Individual Actual Entities do not prehend
each other.

Fig. 1: Hollow Circles in Formation

Fig. 2: Finished Hollow Circles (note
the two central Eternal Objects)

For example, if the Eternal Object were taken to be the center of a circle, then the prehension function
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for generating a circle would have all entities collapse on one dimension (in order to reduce the
displayed image to 2 dimensions). The prehension function would also draw the entities towards the
Eternal Object when they were beyond the radius of the circle and away from the Eternal Object when
they were within the radius. The result is that over time, given the monotonically non-increasing
movement provided by Primeaux's formula [2000], the entities form themselves into a circle, albeit a
rough one. The roughness of the shape is acceptable though, considering that all that is desired is a
model of a circle and not necessarily perfection in the shape.
Another example is the production of a cube. In this case, the Eternal Object can represent a corner of
the cube. If the Eternal Object represents the upper right, fore part of the cube, then the prehension
function draws all elements above, to the right and behind it towards the Eternal Object. Conversely, if
it represents the lower left rear corner, the prehension function pulls elements to the left, below and in
front of it. Entities that are already within the boundaries of the shape can only prehend negatively.
The boundaries of the generated shape in this case are the boundaries of the randomly dispersed
entities. A more properly formed cube could be generated by providing Eternal Objects for each corner
of the cube. This prehension function produces a cube with a preference to better defined borders.
This is because most of the entities that collapse into the cube stop moving near the borders. The
internal “mass” of the cube is made up of entities that already happened to be within the borders upon
initial random dispersal.
All shapes using this method need at least an attractive prehension function, one that draws the random
entities within some outline of a shape. The fact that the entities are initially randomly dispersed
guarantees that some entities will already be within the shape boundary, providing the inner definition
of the shape. Hollow shapes, such as outlines and 3-dimensional shapes that have no inner definition,
require a prehension function that is repulsive as well, that is activated when the entities that are
prehending are within the boundaries of the shape.
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Fig. 11: Various shapes in the process of formation

It should be noted that this COPE implementation has one limitation. The shapes that are generated
cannot be larger than the original random dispersal of entities. In other words, the entities must
collapse into their appropriate shape, they cannot expand out into it. There are some exceptions when
the object is hollow (such as in the case of a circle), since the prehension function requires repulsion as
well as attraction. However if a solid shape is to be made via this method, the prehension function
must initially be one of repulsion, in order to expand the entities away from the focal point. Afterwards
they can then collapse to the desired shape.
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Image Recognition
The image is more than an idea. It is a vortex or cluster of fused ideas and is endowed with
energy.
- Ezra Pound

Image recognition is the process by which an image is given to a program which then identifies some
sub-image within the original image. This can either be the location of an object within an image or the
recognition of an object from a new picture when given the same object in an old picture. The first is
useful for pulling individual objects from a crowded scene while the second is generally used in
applications where a face must be recognized even if the second image is different from the first.
The difficulty in image recognition is that a computer cannot visualize the entirety of an image. Instead
it is only capable of seeing individual pixels without seeing the relationship between them. One way to
have a computer recognize an image is to generate those relationships. This is potentially difficult
because it requires extensive knowledge of how the human brain makes those relationships.
Some relationship information can be gained by taking representative pixels in the search image and
calculating the Euclidean distance between those pixels. If those representative pixels are found with
the appropriate distance in the original image, a candidate image is found. However this method can be
fooled by some orientations of the search image and require exact or close to exact matches between
RGB values.
Actual Entities are capable of recognizing images without relationships by instead looking for any of
the pixels in the search image and then searching for the largest cluster of pixels. Because they aren't
concerned with distances or relationships, Actual Entities don't care how the search image is oriented.
Since Actual Entities are very tolerant of noise, slight to moderate changes in the RGB values of the
search image can be ignored as well. Original images which are incomplete can also be used since the
Actual Entities only guess based on the largest cluster, not whether the search image has been
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completely found. It is also interesting to note that given sufficiently small thresholds, greyscale
images may be searched as well using this method.
The basic concept is to “raise” the object from the image much like raising iron filings from a mixture
of non-metallic shavings using a magnet. The image is placed some distance away from the image of
the object and the object draws the hidden object from the image pixel by pixel.

Fig. 12: Example of Image Extraction

The pixel data in an image is converted to an AE of the form <R,G,B,X,Y,0> where R,G and B values
correspond to the red, green and blue values for the pixel. The X and Y values correspond to the
coordinates of the pixel. The zero value corresponds to the Z position which in this case is always zero
so that the image lies flat along the Z-axis. The object image data is of the form <R,G,B,X,Y,n> where
n is some value not equal to 0.
The prehension function is then a simple attraction function. The prehending entities represent the
image pixels. The prehended entities represent the object pixels. The selection method is random.
Positive prehension occurs when the prehending and prehended entities' RGB values match within
some threshold, c. If they match, the prehending entities move some distance, d, straight towards the
object's plane. In other words movement only occurs in the Z direction, not in the XY plane.
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Prehension occurs until some time, t. The result is the image plane now contains spikes in the Z
direction.
Pixels which are closer to the object plane are those which match pixels in the object. Due to the
random selection though, there is no way of knowing to which location in the object they correspond.
The next step then is to allow the raised entities to prehend each other. The prehension function for this
step is also a simple attraction function, this time based solely on the X and Y coordinates. A caveat of
this is that only those entities who have a Z value greater than 0 may take part in the prehension. As
the entities move within some inner threshold, i, they form nex!s. The entities prehend in a positive
way when the entities are within some distance, d. Entities outside of d do not move towards each
other. Thus, clusters of entities within d form larger nex!s.
Finding the hidden object is then a matter of locating the set of nex!s of appropriate size. It is possible
that some nex!s may be formed from large clusters of the same pixel. Consequentially, large nex!s
only point to potential locations of the object. Additional statistics such as the cardinality of colors in
each nex!s can aid in reducing the number of potential candidates. In general, given an image of
sufficient complexity, clusters are statistically likely to contain images of interest. The simple fact that
several pixels of a similar color to the searched for item are within the correct distance from one
another suggests that there is a likelihood of finding the item in those pixels. Naturally, this method
cannot provide a fool-proof way to locate sub-images, however it can be used to significantly reduce
the search space.
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Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial intelligence is a wonderful thing. I told my computer that today is my birthday, and it
said that I needed an upgrade

The Artificial Neural Network belongs to the class of machines called neurocomputers. In comparison
to traditional computation machines, neurocomputers often involve two phases. The first phase being a
period of training followed by an application phrase where the training knowledge is put to use [Neuro,
3]. Unlike traditional programmed machines, neurocomputers are not fully functional out of the box.
They, like the human brains they seek to emulate, must be given time to learn their respective
environments. Depending on the training data that is given to them and the amount of time with which
they can learn it, neurocomputers can be used to infer relationships from the data and provide
generalizations about the information they have received [Ham, 2001]. It is this ability to learn and
generalize that makes an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) so powerful.
Artificial Neural Networks operate by attempting to mimic neural receptors in the brain. Despite being
capable of operating at a much slower speed than a CPU, there are some things which the brain is
capable of calculating much quicker than a traditional computer. This is because the brain works as an
exceptionally parallel computer, performing multiple operations on data at the same time. The
Artificial Neural Network tries to mimic this parallelism by calculating based on multiple inputs at the
same time.
Training occurs by presenting an ANN with sets of data patterns that it then runs through a training
algorithm. Though this training algorithm changes depending on the type of Neural Network used, the
basic concept is one of trial and error. In the trial data inputs are correlated with their appropriate
outputs so the ANN has a set of supervised data on which to correct itself. This is usually done through
some form of positive feedback for an ANN who calculates the correct output and negative feedback
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when mistakes are made in calculation [Joy, 2005].

W1
I

H

W2

O

Fig. 13: An Artificial Neural Network with a single hidden layer as described
by the tuple <I,O,W1,H,W2,L>

An Artificial Neural Network consists of relatively few parts. It can be described by the tuple
<I,O,W1,L> where I represents a set of input nodes, O represents a set of output nodes, W represents
the set of weights associated between I and O and L represents the learning algorithm used to train the
Artificial Neural Network. This form of Artificial Neural Network is called a simple perceptron [Joy,
2005]. For some ANNs two additional element can be added, H, which represents a set of hidden
nodes and W2. W1 then is the set of weights from I to H and W2 is the set of weights going from H to
O. The sets of weights are one of the most common elements among the different sorts of Artificial
Neural Networks. They are typically a fully or almost fully connected graph because the more links
between nodes, the more calculations that can be done in parallel and the closer the network is to an
actual neuron [Ham, 2001]. In biological terms, the set of weights are called the synapses while the
hidden nodes are typically called the neurons.
The neurons typical purpose is to act as an accumulator for all of the various modified inputs coming
through the synapses. However they can also act as threshold gates that modify the output of the
neuron based on some threshold values. This modification can take on a variety of forms. If the output
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is binary it may serve to convert the summed value into either 1 or 0. In some cases it may truncate the
data or it may leave the data alone if the value is continuous [Ham, 2001].
One of the major advantages of Artificial Neural Networks is that they are very tolerant to noise in the
learning process. That means that some of the input data can be incorrect or missing and the ANN will
still be able to reasonably abstract the information. This tolerance comes from the prolonged training
period as well as the distributed robustness of the structure.
Despite this tolerance for noise Artificial Neural Networks generally function best when some amount
of preprocessing is done. This can include normalizing the data or shifting the data so that it fits inside
of the neuron's threshold values better. Reliance on these preprocessing functions is not always
necessary, though it may end up producing better results in the long term [Ham, 2001]. Some
preprocessing can be done to gain information about the input data itself that may be useful in
generalization. Normally this involves calculating deviations of the data from some norm or
determining the data's relevant position in the potential search space. While none of this preprocessing
is done for the learning algorithm discussed in this thesis, it is a potentially interesting area for future
research.
The Artificial Neural Network architecture used in this thesis is called the feed-forward multilayer
perceptron trained by the back-propagation algorithm. It is one of the most frequently used neural
networks and provides sufficient learning capacity for most input data that will be learned by Actual
Entities. This type of ANN is structured as above: a set of input nodes leads to a hidden layer through a
fully connected set of weighted links and this hidden layer is then connected to a set of output nodes
via another full connected set of weighted links.
The point of the back-propagation algorithm is to minimize the function
T

E q =1/ 2! d q " x out # !d q " x out #
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where dq is the desired output value and xout is the actual output value from the qth input node. T is the
time variable. Obviously the closer the values dq and xout, the closer the value Eq is to 0. A perfectly
trained Artificial Neural Network would always have dq and xout being the same [Ham, 2001]. The
general learning rule for back-propagation then is given by
!w ji = µ

$ Eq
$ w ji

where µ is the learning rate. This can be rewritten as
w ji !k %1#=w ji ! k #% µ" j x out ,i

so that the weight between nodes j and i for time k+1 is the weight at time k plus the learning rate µ
times the local error at the jth node, !j, times the actual output for the ith node, xout,i [Ham, 2001]. !j is
calculated through the slightly more complicated formula
"" j ="! d qj "x out , j # g !v j #
where g is the first derivative of the activation function used in the hidden layer [Ham, 2001].
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Fig. 14: Flowchart for ANN learning through back-propagation

When using an Artificial Neural Network one aspect that can greatly affect the efficiency of the
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learning process is the initial weights of the weighted synapses (edges). The effect is similar to
learning a topic of which some background knowledge is already known. It is significantly easier if
some general information is known about a field when learning something new in that field. The same
is true for ANNs. Appropriately weighted synapses can reduce the learning period significantly [Ham,
2001]. Unfortunately in most cases it is not known what appropriate weights should be. In these cases
it has been said that the best alternative is to normalize the input data and then randomize the weights
between -0.5/i and 0.5/i where i is the number of nodes the weights are leading into. This
randomization seeks to distribute the possible search space so that there is a greater chance of hitting
near some of the valid weights [Ham, 2001].
Just as the starting weights can affect the speed of learning, the number of hidden nodes can have a
very powerful effect on whether learning can produce a good generalization or not. In the same sense
that many functions can only be calculated with quadratic equations of powers greater than 1, the
learning of those functions can only be done by Artificial Neural Networks with more than one hidden
node. The appropriate number of hidden nodes is not a hard and fast rule but rather something that
generally requires repeated trials. It has been proven by Hornik et al [1989] that a single hidden layer
is sufficient for all functions that this thesis is concerned with, that is linear and non-linear functions.
What is difficult though is figuring out how many hidden nodes are required to achieve a certain level
of accuracy in the resulting function. Ham and Kostanic argue [Ham, 2001] that two hidden layers are
desirable because it is easier to make small changes in weights without drastically affecting the
interactions between neurons. However, for the purposes of this thesis only a single layer should be
necessary since all of the encountered functions will be almost completely linear.
Overfitting typically occurs because of two reasons, either too many hidden nodes are allocated, in
which case the ANN trains to give the training data back exactly with no generalization (overfitting), or
the network is overtrained, in which case the ANN is given too long to learn the data and so the
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generalization becomes too specific. It is a delicate trade-off to provide enough hidden nodes so that
learning can occur quickly enough so that overtraining doesn't occur while not giving too many nodes
so that the data gets overfitted.
A great deal of trial and error then is necessary in the production cycle of an Artificial Neural Network.
A great deal of tweaking is sometimes necessary. However, for the purposes of this thesis it must be
kept in mind that a great deal of this tweaking comes into play because of the exceptionally vast array
of functions that can be represented by an Artificial Neural Network. It will be shown in the following
pages that the functions behind the movements of Actual Entities during prehension, i.e. the desired
input for the ANNs used in this thesis, can be reduced to quadratic vector movement. These functions
are much simpler than the majority of functions which the typical ANN must deal with and
consequentially the complexity of the learned function is simple. While some important concerns may
be raised as to the duration of time for the learning phase of the number of ANNs potentially used in
this experiment, it should be stated that since the process described here is not intended for real-time
use, it does not matter how much time it takes to learn, simply that it does learn. Furthermore, the
theory described here is inherently parallel, and so the use of hardware ANNs as well as parallel
computing can be used to speed up the process should this be desired.
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The Personal Magnetism Problem

A description of the problem associated with learning algorithms and Actual Entities can best be
described through the use of an analogy. The scenario consists of a single person placed in a room full
of a variety of other individuals. The single person moves towards people he or she is attracted to and
away from people to whom he or she is not attracted. Much as in real life, sometimes a person is
attractive from one angle and entirely unattractive from another. The problem is: can an observer
figure out what features are desirable based solely by watching how the single person moves through
the room?
Some of the interesting difficulties that arise from Actual Entity-based learning algorithms are apparent
in this analogy. One difficulty is the fact that an observer would not always be able to know where the
single person was looking. However, the observer can assume that when the single individual is
attracted to someone, they will move directly towards that person. Furthermore, when they are not
attracted to someone, they move directly away from that person. This linear movement means that at
most, there are two possibilities for who the single person is viewing. Either the person who is viewed
is directly in front of the single individual's movement or directly away.
The other and potentially more dangerous problem is that of false learning. For example, if the single
person is viewing someone from behind that they may find attractive from the front they may not move
towards them. In fact, they may move away. This introduces a potential for misjudging the qualities
which the single individual finds attractive. It is this potential for incorrectness though that makes the
learning process non-trivial. Given sufficient examples, these misjudgments should decrease and, in
fact, provide better information on what is unattractive for the single person.
The discussion so far has focused on a single individual's taste but in reality at a party each person's
tastes form complex reactions that result in seemingly random movement overall. An observer of the
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party then would notice multiple people moving based on the people they observe. From the observer's
perspective, each person can be seen as an independent instance of the Personal Magnetism problem.
Depending on how attentive they are, the observer can discern the preferences of many attendants of
the party. Despite how complicated and seemingly random the party's movement may be, when each
person is observed independently, their movements bely their personal taste and their behavior in
relation to that taste. Once this knowledge is known for a group of individuals, an observer can
reasonably predict how those individuals would act given a similar party where the party-goers notice
each other in different ways and at different times.
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Learning A Prehension Function Through The Use of ANNs
"We think too much about effective methods of teaching and not enough about effective
methods of learning."
- John Carolus S. J.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been shown by Hornik et.al [1989] to be proficient at
appoximating functions arbitrarily close so that they produce appropriate outputs for given inputs.
Given a set of input nodes and output nodes it is generally trivial for an ANN to learn through backpropagation the weights necessary to translate some or all of the input values into the output values.
The process is simply one of testing results and making minor corrections to those results until the
ANN arrives at the desired outcome. It is well known that given a set of inputs and outputs an ANN
can deduce one of many possible functions that will map the input data to the output data. In fact, the
right input data can be translated by an ANN into an entirely different form, such as when Rosenblatt
used ANNs to translate visual representation of letters into their ASCII representations [Trappenberg,
2005]. A COPE provides ample information for this sort of learning to occur.
Each prehension that occurs within a COPE provides a source of data for an ANN to learn from. The
input nodes are given by the prehending and prehended entities position at time t and the output nodes
are given by the difference in the prehending entity's modified position at time t+1. Prehension
functions are static once they have been assigned. Furthermore they operate in a manner that is
completely compatible with the calculus functions that have been shown to be deductible by an ANN
[Ham, 2001]. It requires only a small step in logic to say that by observing a sufficiently large sample
of interactions by a single Actual Entity within a COPE an ANN can infer a prehension function which
behaves similarly to the observed entities behavior. In other words, if prehensions occur in the same
order as observed in the learning data, the inferred COPE should produce the same behavior as the
learning data.
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To put it in Whiteheadian terms, the process of learning a prehension function is equivalent to saying
that the Actual Entity is learning its subjective aim. This subjective aim is the set of behaviors which
when followed correctly in an appropriate environment move an entity towards its intended goal.
Likewise, a properly learned prehension function will allow an entity to behave appropriately when
given the correct stimuli.
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Fig. 15: Using ANNs to Learn Prehension Movement

What is not known is whether the functions created by the ANN are capable of generalizing to the point
that they can act as a function machine for prehensions for which they have no precedent, for example
prehensions which occur in the test data. Since all prehensions are deterministic and ANNs have been
proven to be capable of generalizing deterministic functions, it can be stated that the prehension
functions created by an ANN observing the actions of a prehending entity possess the capability to be
general enough to model the behavior of even unprecedented prehensions of the observed entity. In
simpler terms, it is assumed that both the training and test data operate on a single unknown, nonchanging deterministic prehension function.

If an ANN has adequately learned the prehension

function for the training data, then, by extension, it has adequately learned the prehension function that
the test data operates on as well. Given a suitably large representative training set, it can be postulated
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that the ANN derives one of many possible functions detailing the full range of potential behavior
present in an environment. However, this claim must be backed up by empirical results.
The implementation of a learning colony of prehending entities (L-COPE) should be seen as having
two facets. The first side is the model environment, the side that is attempting to learn the prehension
functions governing some observable phenomenon. This is the side that has been considered the only
environment in previous papers on Actual Entities [Primeaux, 2006], [Primeaux, 2000],[Pidaparti,
2006] and [Saunders, 2006]. The other side is a serialized depiction of the real environment, a static
representation of elements in the observed environment the model side is trying to describe. The word
static is important because the entities described in the real environment do not possess the ability to
move on their own, they do not have corresponding prehension functions. Instead, the entities in the
real environment serve as test data for the prehension engines in the Actual Entities of the model
environment.

Fig. 16: Differences between Model and Real
Environments

There is a difference between the two environments in terms of time. Whereas within the model
environment each Actual Entity has its own concept of time, the real environment maintains a history
of vignettes of an entire COPE in time. That is, the real environments concept of time is that of
sequential time perceivable by humans. It acts as the test data described above for the ANNs that
power the prehension engines. So an instance of the real environment at time t serves as the input data
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for the some of the ANNs in the model environment and an instance of the real environment at time t+1
serves as the output.
A film strip is a very accurate analogy for the real environment. Each frame is a single vignette in time
for the real environment. Accordingly, the person watching the film can be seen as the model
environment. It is out of inferring intermittent frames that a person's brain is able to view the film as a
model of reality. As a combination of the sheer number of frames flickering by and the brain's ability
to decipher probable activity between frames the suspension of reality is maintained. Without this
ability to infer intermittent frames, the cinema would be a flickering succession of pictures with only
transient relationships between slides. It is the human brain's ability to generalize that allows it to
perceive a movie as a form of reality.

22.1

Learning the positive portion of prehension functions
"Education...is a painful, continual and difficult work to be done in kindness, by watching, by
warning,... by praise, but above all -- by example."
- John Ruskin

Learning the positive portion of prehension functions occurs for a time slice t within only those entities
for which a perceptible difference in position has occurred between t and t+1. It is only those entities
which have made a discernible movement between t and t+1 that have had prehensions which can be
classified as positive prehensions. These entities are identified as the prehending entities for time t.
This portion of the learning process is purely unsupervised since this observation requires no
classification of input on the part of the programmer.
Once the prehending entities for t have been identified, the next step is to identify which entities were
the corresponding prehended entities for each prehension. This recalls the Personal Magnetism
problem. As in the solution for the Personal Magnetism problem, this paper limits prehension behavior
to linear movement towards or away from the prehended entity. As a result, the number of candidate
prehended entities has a maximum of two, one in either linear direction from the prehending entity.
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If the number of candidate entities is two then each entity should be entered into the learning process as
a separate instance. In cases such as these, the input data may be termed split instance data for time ta
and tb respectively. Although only one of these cases will be incorrect, the noise produced by this
introduction should be mitigated by the overwhelming amount of correct information, unless there is an
overly frequent occurrence of split instance data in which case an alternative method of supervised
learning or more training data may be necessary.
The positions of the prehending entity and the prehended entity at time t are then entered into the
training pool for the ANN of the prehending entity as input and the difference in position of the
prehending entity at time t+1 is entered in as the corresponding output. This means that for each
Actual Entity, there is a “bag” of test data that consists of every time slice t and t+1 in which that
Actual Entity has moved. The items in the bag correspond to the entity's initial position at time t and
it's altered position at time t+1. This process is continued for each prehending entity at time t. The
entire process is repeated for all the example vignettes in the real environment. Once all entities have
their stored input and output training data, the backpropegation method is used to train the neural
networks. After all ANNs have been sufficiently trained, the L-COPE is considered ready to model.
It is important to note that even though some Actual Entities may be operating under the same
prehension functions, each Actual Entity uses its own ANN to calculate its prehension function
separately. Consequentially, some entities may wind up with drastically different weights for their
prehension machines while still operating under the same behavior.

22.2

Learning the negative portion of prehension functions
An outgoing computer scientist is someone who stares at your shoes while they speak
- Dr. James Ames, PhD.

Though full explication is a topic for future research, the negative portion of prehension functions will
be discussed here briefly for the sake of completeness. Whereas all modeling environments will make
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use of the positive portion of prehension functions, it is not necessary (although more than likely
practical) for the environment to use the negative portion. It has an odd position in Actual Entity
implementations because it serves as the negative of action.
If the analogy given by the Magnetic Personality problem is extended, overly shy, intellectual people
may be invited to the party such that they only move towards people they already know, that is their
positive prehension function. However if an outside observer is not aware of this fact, how is it
possible for them to determine if the shy individuals are not moving towards anyone because they are
paralyzed with the fear of not knowing anyone or because they are simply lost in thought and not
noticing anyone at all.
The same problem is confronted when dealing with unsupervised learning of the negative portion of the
prehension function. How can the L-COPE figure out if an entity is not moving because it prehended
negatively that time slice or because it did not prehend at all. Both scenarios result in the same action.
One possible solution to this problem assumes that given a sufficiently large test set, each entity is
likely to prehend every other entity at least once. Just like in the extended Magnetic Personality
problem, even if the shy individuals do get lost in thought from time to time, if the party is long
enough, they will notice everyone there at least once. Using this knowledge it can be assumed that at
the end of a test set, if an entity has not shown movement towards or away from another entity then it
prehended that entity negatively. Lacking any other information, this is the best assumption that an
entity can make.
With this assumption in place, a separate ANN can be run by each Actual Entity to learn the thresholds
for a negative prehension. This ANN takes as input the prehending and prehended entities position and
returns as output a single node containing the value 0 or 1 depending on whether the prehension
between the two was negative or positive respectively. The negative prehension ANN contains one
layer of hidden nodes, each node of which represents a dimension in the threshold function. After the
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ANN has finished learning the prehension engines can be chained so that if the result of input on the
negative prehension engine is 1, then the input is passed onto the positive prehension engine, otherwise
prehension is considered negative.

1/0

T

P

Fig. 17: Chaining ANNs for Learning Thresholds (T) and Prehension
Engine (P)

One other option is to provide a complete black box approach to the problem. In other words, in terms
of implementation, make no distinction between a lack of prehension and negative prehension. Simply
treat all entities that do not move during a time step as not prehending. This particular method is
simpler than treating all entities that do not move as prehending negatively for two reasons. One, it is
computationally far simpler. Secondly, it has a much lesser chance of introducing false information
into the prehension function. Stating that a prehension between two entities is negative has a far
stronger effect than stating the two entities did not prehend. It restricts interaction between the two
entities, whereas stating that they have not prehended yet leaves the door open. An implementation
that uses this approach does leave out a very important part of Whitehead's theory though and could
produce models incapable of the complex behaviors present in the real environment.
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Fig. 18: Time Step ANN Implementation

In any event, the introduction of the negative prehension engine unnecessarily complicates the initial
proof of concept for Actual Entity learning processes so it will not be considered further here.
However, it is a concept of great importance for later research and should be investigated.

22.3

Alternate Time Step Based Method for Implementation

Through the use of a different update mechanism the entire problem of unknown negative prehensions
could be obfuscated. If, instead of a random selection method, prehension occurred between one entity
and all the other entities within the COPE, then the concern over positive/negative prehensions and
their role in the update phase would become moot. An entity that did not move during a time step
would be one for whom the vector sum of all prehensions between the prehending entity and each
prehended entity in the COPE was zero. Further description of this method of prehension is given in
the section related to programmatic implementations of prehension functions.
This method provides a slightly different look at the results of learning. The ANN no longer learns the
functions behind interactions on the entity level, but rather learns the sum behavior of an entity within
the entire COPE environment. This function should still be deterministic since it's only the vector sum
of individual prehensions, however this method produces a learning algorithm one structure level above
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the method described above. It may prove useful for COPE implementations that deal with several
successive levels of interest. Implementations using this method may be quicker on the higher
structural levels in an environment than implementations which depend on individual prehensions
between Actual Entities for all structural levels. A comparison of the results of full implementations of
both methods should be done. For this paper, only a comparison of the limited method described above
(which provides no negative prehension support) and the time step based method described here will be
performed.

22.4

Initial Setup of Hidden Layer and Synaptic Weights

As discussed in the section introducing Artificial Neural Networks, one of the more frustrating aspects
of using Artificial Neural Networks is the amount of tweaking that must be done to achieve the fine
balance between the number of hidden nodes and the length of time used for learning. Although this
process is always environment specific (especially if the Actual Entities involved use prehension
functions that are non-linear) there are two general good practices to go by.
When choosing the number of hidden nodes, starting with the same number of nodes as the output layer
seems to provide a good base for comparison. If overfitting appears to occur, the number can be
reduced and it is relatively unlikely, at least for the linear functions defined in this thesis, that more
hidden nodes would be needed to approximate an entity's behavior [Andrews, 1995].
Setting the synaptic links to a random weight as discussed in the ANN section is generally considered
good practice when there is not much information about what a plausible set of weights would be. In
the end, the initial weights don't truly matter, as incorrect starting weights are corrected by
backpropegation. But for efficiency's sake, setting the weights to a random value provides statistically
better placement in the search space. As more knowledge is gained about the environment this can of
course be updated.
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Finally, it is important to remember that the process of using Artificial Neural Networks as a learning
device is an iterative process. Many stages of trial and error must be gone through before the desired
outcome is reached. This method is not a swift and easy method for the extraction of a prehension
function. Rather it is a possible way to go about the procurement of a prehension function when ample
time is available for the learning phase. In spite of this, the method described is a powerful one and
one capable of modeling an environment accurately with very little effort by the programmer if
adequate care is given to the instruction of the Actual Entities.

22.5

Interesting Behavior of L-COPEs

One result of having an ANN learn the behavior of a group of Actual Entities in the real environment is
that regardless of the implementation employed in the real environment, the implementation created in
the model environment will always be one that follows the correct theory of Actual Entities. Thus, if it
is possible to present any sort of sequential model in the real environment as a basis, regardless of
whether the sequential model conforms to the prehension theory the prehension function inferred by the
model environment will conform. This is especially useful when a COPE is desired but the functions
governing the COPE are too complex to design by hand.
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Intelligent Agents

The closest approximation in the literature on Artificial Intelligence to the emergent behavior found in
Actual Entities can be found in the field of Intelligent or Adaptive Agents. Per Jennings[1998],
Adaptive Agents are computer systems in some environment which are capable of autonomous action
based on that environment such that they can achieve some defined goal. They are typically groups of
naïve to semi-intelligent daemons working independently with a set of data towards the completion of
their goal. In general they have no knowledge of one another, although they may somehow alter their
environment to aide in the achievement of a goal. Although they may not actively work together, their
individual actions serve to produce collaborative results. The effect en masse appears coordinated
despite the fact that there is generally no centralized control.
In contrast to the following groups, Actual Entities have a few advantages. First, they are the data
itself, rather than external agents operating on the data. This means that there isn't a dichotomous
relationship in the working environment. It thus tends to simplify implementation. This is significant
when it is considered that the implementation of Actual Entities is consistent regardless of its behavior.
In other words, the fundamental operating laws of the modeling environment are very small and there
is a direct relationship between what happens in the environment and the data itself. This is not the
case with intelligent agents, who introduce an outside influence on the data.
The Intelligent Agents described here also do not in their standard description possess a tightly
integrated learning mechanism in their functionality as the Actual Entities in this thesis do. That is not
to say that such a tightly integrated learning mechanism could not be introduced into such Intelligent
Agents. The point of distinction is that by using an Artificial Neural Network as the prehension engine
of an Actual Entity, the learning element is placed inside the entity as both a functional unit and as a
mode of acquiring intelligence.
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Finally, the agents described here do not concern themselves with relationships. That means that while
they are exceptionally useful for classification and other purposes, they cannot, without modification,
be used to model multiple interrelated layers or strata of data. The theory of Actual Entities already
discusses these relationships through the use of prehension as well as the concept of nex!s. It is
through the usage of these relationships that behavior of a more complicated degree can be emulated
than that behavior which arises out of simple juxtapositioning of data.
There are two Intelligent Agents which will be most relevant to discuss here, Ants and Swarms. They
are both particularly well suited for the clustering of data, much like Actual Entities. Swarms have also
been used to model complicated group dynamics, such as the flight patterns of birds. A brief overview
of the agents will be given as well as a comparison with the abilities of Actual Entities.
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Ants

The ant algorithm, also known as the ant colony optimization algorithm, is greatly inspired by ants'
behavior in finding and relocating food for the colony. Basically, ants follow a very simple protocol,
search randomly to find food and once found return food back to the nest. This is complicated by the
fact that ants do not produce detailed maps either on the way to or from a located food source. Instead
they rely on a very complicated set of pheromones. One set is laid down on the way to a food source,
another is laid down when food has been found. The ant that has found a source of food follows the
initial pheromone trail back to the nest while other ants in the colony use the second trail to bring back
more food from the food source.
Marco Dorigo introduced the ant algorithm to aide with graphing and network problems. However,
they have also been shown to be useful with clustering problems. The ant algorithm is most closely
related to Actual Entities when it is used as a clustering tool. Using Actual Entities as a clustering tool
has been described in a previous section but it is interesting to point out the differences between the
two implementations.
Like Ants, Actual Entities involved in clustering data move point representations about to form groups
in some n-dimensional space. However, whereas an ant implementation typically represents the data as
an object placed in 2-D space with the ants themselves acting as external agents, Actual Entities act as
both the data and the acting agent. Ants follow a random movement pattern to find the object they
have been programmed to cluster. By contrast, Actual Entities have a random selection process to
select which entities are attempting to cluster.
Perception plays a big role in the Ant architecture. Ants that can't see very far may only produce small
clumps because they are incapable of taking advantage of a much larger grouping only a few steps
away. However, if the perception limit of an Ant becomes too great it loses the benefit of being a local
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agent and becomes almost too aware of its surroundings [Sherafat, 2005]. This ends up becoming
grossly inefficient as the work space and contents therein grow. The same can be said of Actual
Entities in that perception and particularly the selection method of entities plays a large part in how an
entity prehends and the effectiveness of a COPE as a whole. In both cases a fine balance must be made
to produce the desired results.
Both algorithms have the potential danger of stalemate, that is when two similar clusters are close
together, the elements are drawn back and forth between the two clusters without resulting in a single
group. Additional sets of rules can aide with this problem in Ants and modifications to the prehension
function can help in Actual Entities.
As the number of objects to cluster rises, the complexity of setting up an Ant algorithm increases.
There is not a set relationship between the number of objects to be clustered and the population of ants
needed to produce proper clustering. Furthermore, data cannot be injected into a running Ant
environment without significantly impacting the efficiency of the Ants. Since they act as external
agents, the number of Ants acting on the data can make the difference between an algorithm that
clusters well and one that approaches just random movement. In other words, if too much data is
presented without a sufficiently large Ant population to deal with it, the grouping can suffer. Because
Actual Entities are both the data being grouped as well as the agents acting on the data, they are not
affected by this law of diminishing returns.
Additionally, new data in an Ant implementation must be found by searcher ants. As no external
agents are needed to “find” the new data points, there is no danger of the newly inserted data getting
past by either. The data enters into the selection pool immediately with as much a chance of being
pulled into a cluster as any of the other data.
Further research needs to be done to compare the efficiency of the two methods. In particular, a
comparison should be done on the quality and number of clusters made.
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Swarms

Swarm intelligence, like Ant colony optimization, takes its cue from entities in nature. In fact, ant
colony optimization is a particular form of swarm intelligence. The basic tenants of swarm intelligence
are that individual agents work independently, but their actions collaboratively result in emergent
behavior within the group. This behavior can be found throughout nature, such as in flocks of birds,
swarms of insects and schools of fish.
In general, swarms are used for optimization in such problems as the Traveling Salesman. Of course,
their usefulness is not limited to these problems, they have been used for military applications and have
been recently investigated for use in robotics.
There are very important similarities between Actual Entities and swarms. They both make use of
emergent behavior to produce the desired effect. A method for determining convergence is also
necessary. Convergence in this case is defined as the point after which further operation of the
algorithm does not result in significant changes in the results. Generally this is a subjective decision
frequently based either on a set number of time steps or an absence of statistically significant
movement among the data.
Like Actual Entities, swarm implementations require a certain amount of tweaking in their parameters
to produce acceptable results. Convergence parameters are just a few of these parameters. Since
swarm implementations usually involve a distinction between data and agents acting on the data, one of
the parameters that are a concern for swarms that aren't a concern for Actual Entities is the number of
agents acting on the data. The number of Actual Entities acting on the data is always the same as the
number of data points so this is not a tweakable parameter for Actual Entities.
It is suggested by Primeaux and the author that the appropriate classification of Actual Entities is in the
category of swarm intelligences. Since almost every implementation of swarm intelligence seems to be
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implementable via Actual Entities it can be suggested that Actual Entities are the base model from
which all other forms such as ants and flock intelligences are derived. Proof of this conjecture would
require both a proof that Actual Entities can model all swarm intelligences (a simple procedure since
both data and agents may be represented by Actual Entities) and a proof that there is nothing a swarm
model can model which Actual Entities can not. This proof is beyond the scope of this thesis, although
it promises to have interesting implications on the future of Actual Entity research.
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Cellular Automata

The concept of Cellular Automata was introduced by John von Neumann to provide a way to represent
self-replicating systems [Preston, 1984]. Von Neumann intended Cellular Automata (CA) to be a
universal machine similar to Turing Machines, but while it seemed computationally possible it requires
over 29 states and was too complex to be as elegant a solution as Turing's [Preston, 1984]. Today they
are very useful in biological simulations such as the Game of Life and other innovative uses like
character recognition, translating the visual representation of a character to its corresponding ASCII
symbol.
Cellular Automata are very simple to construct and are generally governed by very simple rules. The
cellular space where the Cellular Automata operate is defined by an n-dimensional array of functional
machines [Codd, 1968]. Each element in the space is a copy of the same machine with potentially
differing states. Within this space the cells are affected by a deterministic function that takes as its
input the position and state of a particular cell and outputs the modified state of the cell [Toffoli, 1985].
The function takes the states of the cell's neighbors into account as well in determining the resulting
state. The number and breadth of neighboring cells differs among implementation but as a minimum
the four cardinal neighbors are at least considered. Neighborhoods are the elements surrounding a
particular cell without taking the cell itself into consideration while kernals are the neighboring cells as
well as the cell itself [Preston, 1984].
Rules for a Cellular Automaton are local and uniform across the space. Variations in the cellular space
come entirely from the initial setup of the space, while an example state of the space may come from
many different configurations of the cells in the previous time step any particular state only has a single
possible state in the next time step [Preston, 1984]. These actions occur synchronously so that one time
step is the sum result of all cells updating themselves.
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The most famous usage of Cellular Automata is in the Game of Life. In the game of Life there are only
two rules that govern the cellular space. Each cell can either be set as 0 (dead) or 1 (alive). A cell can
live only if it is surrounded by two or three live cells, otherwise it dies. A dead cell can be revived
when it is surrounded by exactly three live neighbors [Toffoli, 1985]. This “game” is capable of
producing amazingly complex, fractal like images when initially randomly populated. Within a very
few generations a randomly generated static like image is capable of transforming into small isolated
“organisms” that grow and shrink as their surroundings change. The Game of Life was later introduced
into three dimensions and produced similarly interesting results. Higher dimensions have been used
but without producing any profoundly different images.
Although they were not designed to move at first, research has been done to allow cells in the
environment to “move” around [Kier, 2005]. This brings the design of Cellular Automata close to that
of Actual Entities. Both are encapsulated machines that operate based on some observation of their
neighbors. Emergent behavior is the product of both concepts and both seek to localize computation as
much as possible. However Actual Entities appear to be a bit more flexible since each element in a
COPE can operate on a different prehension function whereas the standard definition of Cellular
Automata forces each cell to operate based on the same function. Of course, this can be modified but it
seems to suggest that Cellular Automata are a specific form of Actual Entities where each Actual Entity
is given the same prehension function. For the determinism of Cellular Automata to be possible in a
COPE the COPE must use the time step based prehension so that all neighbors are taken into account
when modifying the state of the Actual Entity. The threshold function of an entity may be used to
enforce the limited number of neighboring cells used by Cellular Automata. To create a twodimensional game of life, the COPE needs three dimensions, the two location dimensions and a third
dimension that tells whether the entity is alive or dead. Prehension would ostensibly cause movement
only in the dead/alive status dimension. Further research should be done to find out the usability and
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efficiency of this method.
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Proof and Conclusion
I think and think for months and years. Ninety-nine times, the conclusion is false. The
hundredth time I am right.
-Albert Einstein

A proof of concept is necessary to display the applicability of the ideas presented in this thesis. It was
decided that the proof would be done by replacing the prehension object in a previously written Java
project that made use of Actual Entities to model geometric shapes. The replacement had to be as
minimal as possible to avoid the possibility that differences in performance occurred from differences
in the code. The program, which is available as AEDisplay.java in the appendix, allowed a user to
select a 3-D shape from a menu. A randomly dispersed COPE would then prehend based on the
associated prehension function for the shape to produce a pictorial representation of the shape in space.
Each Actual Entity in the COPE was represented as a pixel in space. Prehensions were written in a
deterministic fashion based on Primeaux's prehension functions. The results of the application were
used in one of the paper's written by Primeaux and the author [Saunders, 2006] and described in the
section Geometric Modeling.

Testing the viability of the concept involved three steps. First, the original geometry application had to
be run. Each prehension was recorded by saving the prehending entity, the prehended entity and the
resulting entity. This information was then fed to an Artificial Neural Network training application
which used backpropegation to train a randomly instantiated neural network with a sigmoid function in
its hidden layer. The data had to be normalized in order to work with the sigmoid function. Within
this application there were many tweakable factors, the most important being the number of hidden
layers and the learning rate. Once the neural network was trained to an acceptable rate, which for
testing purposes was set at a 75% correct output ratio, the neural network was saved and used in the
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modified version of the geometry program. The input data for the network was normalized for entry
into the neural network and then the output was multiplied by the normalizing factor to produce the
resulting transition. The shapes produced by the two programs were then compared.

Artificial Neural Networks are enormously dependent on a variety of factors. The slightest adjustment
can make the difference between a network that produces the appropriate, well-generalized outputs and
one that happens to match the test examples but produces an entirely different generalized output.
Adjustments to the learning rates can make the difference between a network that is trained in a few
hours and one that takes many days. With these facts in mind, what is important to note in these results
are the shape traits that are learned rather than expecting the shapes to be exactly the same. Proper
training; that is training which would produce the exact same results as the original program, should be
the subject of further research. It requires a better understanding of the inter-relatedness of the number
of hidden nodes, learning rates and momentum than is available for this thesis.

Fig. 19: Random Dispersal

Fig. 20: Standard Cube

Fig. 21: Standard Sphere
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27.1

Cube results

Fig. 22: Cube 10 Hidden Nodes

Fig. 23: Cube 15 Hidden Nodes

Fig. 24: Cube 10 Hidden Nodes

Notice that the neural network has learned two important elements of a cube from this prehension: the
straight line along an edge and the corner. Interestingly, the network frequently pushed most of the
entities into two dimensions rather than producing the shape in the expected three as in the example
with 15 hidden nodes. However, the networks did not allow any entities to go beyond the boundaries
of the environment and in almost every instance produced at least one entire side distinct from the
boundaries of the environment.

There was a preference for open space on the right side of
the environment just like in the original application, however
the upper half of the environment was sometimes used
contrary to the observed cube. This may have been a
problem with generalization by the neural network. In the
end, though, it doesn't matter if the exact orientation of the

Fig. 25: Cube 10 Hidden Nodes

shape is replicated by the network, so long as the behavior of the shape is kept. Since two of the most
important aspects of a cube are the faces and the corners, it can be said that the neural network has been
relatively successful in emulating its behavior. More tweaking of the variables and more importantly a
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longer training period needs to be done to produce a more accurate emulation.

27.2

Sphere results

Fig. 26: Sphere 17 Hidden Nodes

Fig. 27: Sphere 23 Hidden Nodes

Fig. 28: Sphere 17 Hidden Nodes

The Artificial Neural Networks produced for the sphere prehension focused on learning the curved
outer shell of the sphere as well as the general movement towards the center of the environment.
Training occurred much slower for this prehension function and as a result many of the trained
networks reached a temporary stalemate at around a 10% accuracy rate. Curiously, movement
appeared to occur in quadrants. In other words, a quarter of the sphere was well defined with the
remaining three-quarters of the sphere only vaguely defined. This is most likely due to the fact that a
high level of accuracy was not achieved by the neural network. If more time was alloted for training, it
is highly likely that a more accurate model would be produced.

27.3

Training Observations

In general, a hidden layer of between 10 and 20 in size appeared to produce the best results. A learning
rate of between 0.22 and 0.35 and a momentum rate of around 0.18 seemed to increase the speed of
learning. The delta value for an acceptable offset from the expected value was small, varying from 0.8
to 0.5% difference. Regardless of values given, training for a sphere prehension took much longer than
training for a cube. Additionally, the initial random weights appeared to have a great deal of effect on
the speed of learning and the quality of output. Intermittent testing showed that the general attributes
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learned by the ANN were learned early on and only refined later. This seems to suggest that both the
number of hidden nodes as well as the initial weights associated with those nodes define the attributes
that are available to learn. Strangely, the addition of more hidden nodes did not seem to relate to a
better defined result.
Training sets were made with and without negative prehensions to see the difference in the resulting
ANN. No discernible advantage was seen either way, although removing negative prehensions from
the training set did seem to produce more hazy shapes. Removing the negative prehensions appears to
take away some of the stability that help define the shape.

27.4

Conclusion

The use of Artificial Neural Networks as a prehension engine for Actual Entities is effective in certain
practical aspects and frustratingly inefficient in others. ANNs have superior speed over the method
proposed by the author for Actual Entities in previous papers on the subject. They are also far more
flexible in structure than the prehension objects described by the author. Neural networks do not
require new code to be written when a new prehension function is desired, they just need to be
retrained. In spite of these advantages though, the use of Observational Intelligence as described in this
thesis is not deterministic in its performance. The amount the results resemble each other differs
greatly depending on how well and how long the neural network is trained. The results are promising
though, and it is believed that future work on the subject will produce methods which allow for
stronger similarity between the observed and the model.

27.5

Future Work

Future testing should be done with more automated tests as well as stricter values for acceptability. A
higher accuracy than 75% should be used for defining a well-trained network. It would be interesting
to try training with a different hidden layer function than the sigmoid function used here. This might
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allow the neural network to avoid being forced into continuous, linear functions and would also likely
solve the ANNs tendency to collapse the COPE into two dimensions. Training with shapes in a variety
of positions in space would also prove interesting, since it would require the neural network to
generalize even further. Finally, there exists the obvious extension to training on the other available
Actual Entity programs. Later programs made use of prehension functions closer to those used to
develop the theory used in this thesis and could consequentially create more reproducible results. With
that said though, the power of Observational Intelligence comes from its ability to utilize modeling
environments that don't strictly adhere to the theory given here. Observation of environments that don't
use Actual Entities would prove the benefits of using this methodology to extract predictable behavior
from what appears to be unrelated movement.
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Appendix A: Backpropegation Actual Entity Code
/**
*
*/
package drivers;
import
import
import
import

neuralNetworkUnits.ArtificialNeuralNetwork;
neuralNetworkUnits.BackpropegationEngine;
neuralNetworkUnits.PrehensionList;
fileInteraction.EntityReader;

/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class artificialNeuralNetworkTrainer
{
static int inputSize = 6;
static int hiddenSize = 23;
static int outputSize = 3;
/**
* @param args
*/
public static void main(String[] args)
{
EntityReader reader = new EntityReader();
PrehensionList list = reader.parseInput("prehensions.xml");
System.out.println("Finished Reading File");
ArtificialNeuralNetwork artificialNeuralNetwork = new
ArtificialNeuralNetwork(inputSize, hiddenSize,outputSize);
BackpropegationEngine backpropegationEngine = new
BackpropegationEngine(artificialNeuralNetwork, list);
System.out.println(artificialNeuralNetwork.toString());
backpropegationEngine.backpropegate();
System.out.println(artificialNeuralNetwork.toString());
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package actualEntitiesUnits;
import exceptions.ArrayIndexTooSmallException;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class ActualEntity
{
float[] vectorPosition;
PrehensionEngine prehensionEngine;

/**
* @param vectorSize number of dimensions in Actual Entity
*/
public ActualEntity(int vectorSize)
{
vectorPosition = new float[vectorSize];
}
/**
* @param vectorPosition position in space
*/
public ActualEntity(float[] vectorPosition)
{
this.vectorPosition = vectorPosition;
}
/**
* @return the position of the AE
*/
public float[] getVectorPosition()
{
return vectorPosition;
}
/**
* @param position sets the position of the AE
*/
public void setVectorPosition(float[] position)
{
vectorPosition = position;
}
/**
* @param index dimension to set
* @param position position to set in index dimension
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*/
public void setVectorPosition(int index, int position)
{
vectorPosition[index] = position;
}
/**
* @param deltas amount to change each element by
* @throws ArrayIndexTooSmallException
*/
public void addDeltaToVectorPosition(float[] deltas) throws
ArrayIndexTooSmallException
{
if (deltas.length != vectorPosition.length)
throw new ArrayIndexTooSmallException("Vector sizes not the
same");
for (int vectorIndex = 0; vectorIndex < vectorPosition.length;
vectorIndex++)
{
vectorPosition[vectorIndex] += deltas[vectorIndex];
}
}
/**
* @see java.lang.Object#toString()
*/
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
for(int counter = 0; counter < vectorPosition.length; counter++)
{
buffer.append(vectorPosition[counter]);
buffer.append(",");
}
//remove trailing comma
buffer.setLength(buffer.length() - 1);
return buffer.toString();
}
/**
* @param prehended entity to be prehended
*/
public void prehend(ActualEntity prehended)
{
float[] newPosition = prehensionEngine.prehend(this, prehended);
setVectorPosition(newPosition);
}
/**
* @return the prehensionEngine
*/
public PrehensionEngine getPrehensionEngine()
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{
}

}

return prehensionEngine;
/**
* @param prehensionEngine the prehensionEngine to set
*/
public void setPrehensionEngine(PrehensionEngine prehensionEngine)
{
this.prehensionEngine = prehensionEngine;
}
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/**
*
*/
package actualEntitiesUnits;
import java.util.Vector;
import selectionProcedures.SelectionProcedure;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public abstract class CopeImplementation
{
protected Vector<ActualEntity> actualEntities;
protected SelectionProcedure selectionProcedure;
/**
* @return the size of the COPE
*/
public int size()
{
return actualEntities.size();
}
/**
* @param actualEntity the actual entity to be added to the COPE
*/
public abstract void addActualEntity(ActualEntity actualEntity);
/**
* @param index index of the entity to return
* @return the entity at index
*/
public abstract ActualEntity getActualEntity(int index);
}
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/**
*
*/
package actualEntitiesUnits;
import selectionProcedures.SelectionProcedure;
import exceptions.CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class LCope extends CopeImplementation
{
/**
* Adds an Actual Entity to the COPE
* @param actualEntity the entity to be added
*/
public void addActualEntity(ActualEntity actualEntity)
{
actualEntities.add(actualEntity);
}
/**
* @param index the index of the entity
* @return the entity at index
*/
public ActualEntity getActualEntity(int index)
{
return actualEntities.get(index);
}
/**
* Prehends by selecting two randomly selected AEs
*/
public void prehend()
{
ActualEntity[] entitiesInPrehension;
try
{
entitiesInPrehension = selectionProcedure.getActualEntities();
entitiesInPrehension[SelectionProcedure.PREHENDER].prehend(entitiesInPrehension[Sel
ectionProcedure.PREHENDED]);
}
catch (CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
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}

}
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/**
*
*/
package actualEntitiesUnits;
import java.util.Vector;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class Nexus
{
Vector<ActualEntity> nexusEntities;
/**
* Default constructor
*/
public Nexus()
{
nexusEntities = new Vector<ActualEntity>();
}
/**
* @return number of nexus entities
*/
public int getNumberOfNexusEntities()
{
return nexusEntities.size();
}
/**
* @param theEntity the entity to be added to the nexus
*/
public void addToNexus(ActualEntity theEntity)
{
nexusEntities.add(theEntity);
}

}

/**
* @param theEntity the entity to be removed from the nexus
*/
public void removeFromNexus(ActualEntity theEntity)
{
nexusEntities.remove(theEntity);
}
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/**
*
*/
package actualEntitiesUnits;
import neuralNetworkUnits.ArtificialNeuralNetwork;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class PrehensionEngine
{
ArtificialNeuralNetwork artificialNeuralNetwork;
/**
* @param artificialNeuralNetwork the ANN to use in prehension
*/
public PrehensionEngine(ArtificialNeuralNetwork artificialNeuralNetwork)
{
super();
this.artificialNeuralNetwork = artificialNeuralNetwork;
}
/**
* @param prehenderEntity the prehending entity
* @param prehendedEntity the prehended entity
* @return the results of prehension
*/
public float[] prehend(ActualEntity prehenderEntity, ActualEntity
prehendedEntity)
{
float[] prehenderEntityPosition = prehenderEntity.getVectorPosition();
float[] prehendedEntityPosition = prehendedEntity.getVectorPosition();
float[] inputs = new float[prehenderEntityPosition.length +
prehendedEntityPosition.length];
for(int index = 0; index < prehenderEntityPosition.length; index++)
{
inputs[index] = prehenderEntityPosition[index];
}
for(int index = 0; index < prehendedEntityPosition.length; index++)
{
inputs[index + prehenderEntityPosition.length] =
prehendedEntityPosition[index];
}
artificialNeuralNetwork.setInputLayer(inputs);
return artificialNeuralNetwork.getOutputLayer();
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package exceptions;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
/**
*
*/
public class ArrayIndexTooSmallException extends Exception
{
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;

}

/**
* @param exceptionText the error text
*/
public ArrayIndexTooSmallException(String exceptionText)
{
super(exceptionText);
}

/**
*
*/
package exceptions;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException extends Exception
{
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;

}

/**
* @param exceptionText the error text
*/
public CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException(String exceptionText)
{
super(exceptionText);
}
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/**
*
*/
package fileInteraction;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.IOException;
import neuralNetworkUnits.ArrayInformation;
import neuralNetworkUnits.PrehensionInformation;
import neuralNetworkUnits.PrehensionList;
import org.apache.commons.digester.Digester;
import org.xml.sax.SAXException;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class EntityReader
{
/**
* @param filename the file to be read
* @return the root node parsed from the tree
*/
public PrehensionList parseInput(String filename)
{
File f = new File(filename);
Digester digester = new Digester();
digester.setValidating(false);
digester.addObjectCreate("Home", PrehensionList.class);
digester.addObjectCreate("*/Prehension", PrehensionInformation.class);
digester.addSetNext("*/Prehension", "addPrehension");
digester.addObjectCreate("*/Prehender", ArrayInformation.class);
digester.addSetProperties("*/Prehender", "entity", "entityData");
digester.addSetNext("*/Prehender", "setPrehenderEntity");
digester.addObjectCreate("*/Prehended", ArrayInformation.class);
digester.addSetProperties("*/Prehended", "entity", "entityData");
digester.addSetNext("*/Prehended", "setPrehendedEntity");
digester.addObjectCreate("*/Result", ArrayInformation.class);
digester.addSetProperties("*/Result", "entity", "entityData");
digester.addSetNext("*/Result", "setResult");
PrehensionList list = null;
try
{
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}

}

list = (PrehensionList)digester.parse(f);
}
catch (IOException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
catch (SAXException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
return list;
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package fileInteraction;
/**
*
*/
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.File;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.IOException;

import actualEntitiesUnits.ActualEntity;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class EntityWriter
{
private File file;
private BufferedWriter output;
private int entityCount;
/**
* @param file the file to be written to
*/
public EntityWriter(File file)
{
super();
this.file = file;
entityCount = 0;
openFile();
}
/**
* @param prehender the prehending entity
* @param prehended the prehended entity
* @param result the result of prehension
*/
public void writeEntity(ActualEntity prehender, ActualEntity prehended,
ActualEntity result)
{
if (file == null)
openFile();
try
{
output.write("\t<Prehension count=");
output.write("\"" + entityCount + "\"");
output.write(">");
output.newLine();
output.write("\t\t<Prehender entity=\"");
output.write(prehender.toString());
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output.write("\"></Prehender>");
output.newLine();
output.write("\t\t<Prehended entity=\"");
output.write(prehended.toString());
output.write("\"></Prehended>");
output.newLine();
output.write("\t\t<Result entity=\"");
output.write(result.toString());
output.write("\"></Result>");
output.newLine();
output.write("\t</Prehension>");
output.newLine();
entityCount++;

}

}
catch (IOException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
private void openFile()
{
file = new File("prehensions.xml");
try
{
output = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file));
output.write("<Home>");
output.newLine();
}
catch (IOException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}

}

/**
* closes the file to be written
*/
public void closeFile()
{
try
{
output.write("</Home>");
output.close();
}
catch (IOException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
import java.util.Scanner;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class ArrayInformation
{
float[] entity;

/**
* default constructor
*/
public ArrayInformation()
{
super();
}
/**
* @return the information
*/
public float[] getEntity()
{
return entity;
}
/**
* @param text the information to set
*/
public void setEntityData(String text)
{
Scanner scanner = new Scanner(text);
scanner.useDelimiter(",");
int numberOfElements = text.length() - text.replaceAll(",",
"").length() + 1;
entity = new float[numberOfElements];
for(int counter = 0; counter < numberOfElements; counter++)
{
entity[counter] = scanner.nextFloat();
}
}
/**
* @return the size of the array
*/
public int getSize()
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{
}

return this.entity.length;
/**
* @see java.lang.Object#toString()
*/
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
for(int index = 0; index < entity.length; index++)
{
buffer.append(entity[index]);
buffer.append(",");
}
buffer.setLength(buffer.length() - 1);
return buffer.toString();
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class ArtificialNeuralNetwork
{
private float[] inputLayer;
private float[] hiddenLayer;
private float[] outputLayer;
private Weights inputToHiddenWeights;
private Weights hiddenToOutputWeights;
private NeuralNetworkFunction neuralNetworkFunction;
private boolean inputChanged;
/**
* @param inputs the inputs to the neural network
* @param hiddennodes the hidden nodes for the neural network
* @param outputs the outputs
*/
public ArtificialNeuralNetwork(float[] inputs, float[] hiddennodes, float[]
outputs)
{
super();
this.inputLayer = inputs;
this.hiddenLayer = hiddennodes;
this.outputLayer = outputs;
this.inputToHiddenWeights = new Weights(inputs.length,
hiddennodes.length);
this.hiddenToOutputWeights = new Weights(hiddennodes.length,
outputs.length);
neuralNetworkFunction = new SigmoidFunction();
this.inputChanged = false;
}
/**
* Default constructor
*/
public ArtificialNeuralNetwork()
{
super();
this.inputLayer = new float[0];
this.hiddenLayer = new float[0];
this.outputLayer = new float[0];
this.inputToHiddenWeights = new Weights(0, 0);
this.hiddenToOutputWeights = new Weights(0, 0);
neuralNetworkFunction = new SigmoidFunction();
this.inputChanged = false;
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}
/**
* @param inputSize size of input layer
* @param hiddenSize size of hidden layer
* @param outputSize size of output layer
*/
public ArtificialNeuralNetwork(int inputSize, int hiddenSize, int outputSize)
{
super();
this.inputLayer = new float[inputSize];
this.hiddenLayer = new float[hiddenSize];
this.outputLayer = new float[outputSize];
this.inputToHiddenWeights = new Weights(inputSize, hiddenSize);
this.hiddenToOutputWeights = new Weights(hiddenSize, outputSize);
neuralNetworkFunction = new SigmoidFunction();
this.inputChanged = false;
}
/**
* @param size size of hidden layer
*/
public void setSizeOfHiddenLayer(int size)
{
this.hiddenLayer = new float[size];
}
/**
* @return size of hidden layer
*/
public int getSizeOfHiddenLayer()
{
return this.hiddenLayer.length;
}
/**
* @return size of input layer
*/
public int getSizeOfInputLayer()
{
return this.inputLayer.length;
}
/**
* @return size of output layer
*/
public int getSizeOfOutputLayer()
{
return this.outputLayer.length;
}
private void calculateOutputNodes()
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{
calculateHiddenNodes();
float sum = 0f;
for(int indexForOutputLayer = 0; indexForOutputLayer <
this.getSizeOfOutputLayer(); indexForOutputLayer++)
{
sum = 0f;
float[] hiddenWeightsForOutputLayer =
hiddenToOutputWeights.getWeightsForRight(indexForOutputLayer);
for (int indexForHiddenLayer = 0; indexForHiddenLayer <
this.getSizeOfHiddenLayer(); indexForHiddenLayer++)
{
sum += (hiddenLayer[indexForHiddenLayer] *
hiddenWeightsForOutputLayer[indexForHiddenLayer]);
}
outputLayer[indexForOutputLayer] =
neuralNetworkFunction.calculate(sum);
}
}
private void calculateHiddenNodes()
{
float sum = 0f;
for(int indexForHiddenLayer = 0; indexForHiddenLayer <
this.getSizeOfHiddenLayer(); indexForHiddenLayer++)
{
sum = 0f;
float[] inputWeightsForHiddenLayer =
inputToHiddenWeights.getWeightsForRight(indexForHiddenLayer);
for (int indexForInputLayer = 0; indexForInputLayer <
this.getSizeOfInputLayer(); indexForInputLayer++)
{
sum += (inputLayer[indexForInputLayer] *
inputWeightsForHiddenLayer[indexForInputLayer]);
}
hiddenLayer[indexForHiddenLayer] =
neuralNetworkFunction.calculate(sum);
}
}
/**
* @return the inputs
*/
public float[] getInputLayer()
{
return inputLayer;
}
/**
* @param inputs the inputs to set
*/
public void setInputLayer(float[] inputs)
{
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this.inputLayer = inputs;
this.inputChanged = true;
}
/**
* @return the outputs
*/
public float[] getOutputLayer()
{
if (this.inputChanged)
calculateOutputNodes();
return outputLayer;
}
/**
* @return the hiddenToOutputWeights
*/
public Weights getHiddenToOutputWeights()
{
return hiddenToOutputWeights;
}
/**
* @param hiddenToOutputWeights the hiddenToOutputWeights to set
*/
public void setHiddenToOutputWeights(Weights hiddenToOutputWeights)
{
this.hiddenToOutputWeights = hiddenToOutputWeights;
}
/**
* @return the inputToHiddenWeights
*/
public Weights getInputToHiddenWeights()
{
return inputToHiddenWeights;
}
/**
* @param inputToHiddenWeights the inputToHiddenWeights to set
*/
public void setInputToHiddenWeights(Weights inputToHiddenWeights)
{
this.inputToHiddenWeights = inputToHiddenWeights;
}
/**
* @return the hiddenLayer
*/
public float[] getHiddenLayer()
{
return hiddenLayer;
}
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}

/**
* @see java.lang.Object#toString()
*/
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
buffer.append(inputToHiddenWeights.toString());
buffer.append("\n\n");
buffer.append(hiddenToOutputWeights.toString());
return buffer.toString();
}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.FileNotFoundException;
import java.util.Scanner;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class ArtificialNeuralNetworkFactory
{
/**
* @param file file to read from
*/
public ArtificialNeuralNetworkFactory(File file)
{
Weights inputToHiddenNodesWeights;
Weights hiddenToOutputNodesWeights;
float[][] inputToHiddenNodes;
float[][] hiddenToOutputNodes;
Scanner scanner;
try
{
scanner = new Scanner(file);
int outerLoop = scanner.nextInt();
inputToHiddenNodes = new float[outerLoop][];
int innerLoop;
float value;
for(int hiddenIndex = 0; hiddenIndex < outerLoop; hiddenIndex++)
{
innerLoop = scanner.nextInt();
inputToHiddenNodes[hiddenIndex] = new float[innerLoop];
for(int inputIndex = 0; inputIndex < innerLoop;
inputIndex++)
{
value = scanner.nextFloat();
inputToHiddenNodes[hiddenIndex][inputIndex] = value;
}
}
//second part
outerLoop = scanner.nextInt();
hiddenToOutputNodes = new float[outerLoop][];
for(int outputIndex = 0; outputIndex < outerLoop; outputIndex++)
{
innerLoop = scanner.nextInt();
hiddenToOutputNodes[outputIndex] = new float[innerLoop];
for(int hiddenIndex = 0; hiddenIndex < innerLoop;
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hiddenIndex++)
{
value;
}

value = scanner.nextFloat();
hiddenToOutputNodes[outputIndex][hiddenIndex] =
}
inputToHiddenNodesWeights = new Weights(inputToHiddenNodes);
hiddenToOutputNodesWeights = new Weights(hiddenToOutputNodes);
System.out.println(inputToHiddenNodesWeights);
System.out.println(hiddenToOutputNodesWeights);
}
catch (FileNotFoundException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}

}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class BackpropegationEngine
{
private float learningRate;
private float momentum;
private float acceptableErrorDelta;

start

private
private
private
private

Weights
Weights
float[]
float[]

previousWeightChangeFromInputToHiddenLayer;
previousWeightChangeFromHiddenToOutputLayer;
errorForHiddenLayer;
errorForOutputLayer;

private
private
private
private
private

ArtificialNeuralNetwork theNetwork;
PrehensionList theTestData;
boolean outputAlreadyCalculated;
static int resetEpoch = 200; //the epoch on which to reset the ratio
static int testEpoch = 100; //the epoch after which testing should

private static float acceptableRatio = 0.75f; //the acceptable correct ratio
/**
* @param theNetwork the artificial neural network to be trained
* @param theTestData the test data for training
*/
public BackpropegationEngine(ArtificialNeuralNetwork theNetwork,
PrehensionList theTestData)
{
super();
this.theNetwork = theNetwork;
this.learningRate = 0.33f;
this.momentum = 0.15f;
this.acceptableErrorDelta = 0.005f;
this.previousWeightChangeFromInputToHiddenLayer = new
Weights(theNetwork.getSizeOfInputLayer(), theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer());
this.previousWeightChangeFromHiddenToOutputLayer = new
Weights(theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer(), theNetwork.getSizeOfOutputLayer());
this.errorForHiddenLayer = new
float[theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer()];
this.errorForOutputLayer = new
float[theNetwork.getSizeOfOutputLayer()];
this.theTestData = theTestData;
this.outputAlreadyCalculated = false;
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}
/**
* begin backpropegation until acceptable criteria met
*/
public void backpropegate()
{
PrehensionInformation instanceData;
do
{
instanceData = theTestData.getRandomPrehension();
calculateError(instanceData);
updateWeights();
} while (notWithinAcceptableLimits(instanceData));
}
private float[] getOutputsFromNeuralNetwork(PrehensionInformation
instanceData)
{
if (!this.outputAlreadyCalculated)
{
float[] inputs = instanceData.getEntitiesInPrehension();
theNetwork.setInputLayer(inputs);
}
return theNetwork.getOutputLayer();
}
private void calculateError(PrehensionInformation instanceData)
{
calculateErrorForOutputLayer(instanceData);
calculateErrorForHiddenLayer();
}
private void calculateErrorForOutputLayer(PrehensionInformation instanceData)
{
float[] outputs = getOutputsFromNeuralNetwork(instanceData);
float outputError = 0f;
for(int outputIndex = 0; outputIndex < outputs.length; outputIndex++)
{
errorForOutputLayer[outputIndex] =
getErrorValue(outputs[outputIndex], instanceData.getResult(outputIndex));
outputError += Math.abs(errorForOutputLayer[outputIndex]);
}
}
private void calculateErrorForHiddenLayer()
{
float[] sumErrorOutByWeightBetweenHiddenAndOutputLayer = new
float[theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer()];
float[] weightsForOutputLayer;
Weights neuralNetworkWeights = theNetwork.getHiddenToOutputWeights();
for(int hiddenIndex = 0; hiddenIndex <
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theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer(); hiddenIndex++)
{
sumErrorOutByWeightBetweenHiddenAndOutputLayer[hiddenIndex] = 0f;
for (int outputIndex = 0; outputIndex <
theNetwork.getSizeOfOutputLayer(); outputIndex++)
{
weightsForOutputLayer =
neuralNetworkWeights.getWeightsForRight(outputIndex);
sumErrorOutByWeightBetweenHiddenAndOutputLayer[hiddenIndex]
+= errorForOutputLayer[outputIndex] * weightsForOutputLayer[hiddenIndex];
}
}
float[] hiddenLayer = theNetwork.getHiddenLayer();
float hiddenError = 0f;
for (int hiddenIndex = 0; hiddenIndex <
theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer(); hiddenIndex++)
{
errorForHiddenLayer[hiddenIndex] = hiddenLayer[hiddenIndex] * (1hiddenLayer[hiddenIndex]) *
sumErrorOutByWeightBetweenHiddenAndOutputLayer[hiddenIndex];
hiddenError += Math.abs(errorForHiddenLayer[hiddenIndex]);
}
}
private void updateWeights()
{
updateWeightsBetweenInputAndHiddenLayers();
updateWeightsBetweenHiddenAndOutputLayers();
}
private void updateWeightsBetweenInputAndHiddenLayers()
{
Weights inputToHiddenLayerWeights =
theNetwork.getInputToHiddenWeights();
float changeWeight = 0f;
float[] inputNodes = theNetwork.getInputLayer();
for(int hiddenIndex = 0; hiddenIndex <
theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer(); hiddenIndex++)
{
for (int inputIndex = 0; inputIndex <
theNetwork.getSizeOfInputLayer(); inputIndex++)
{
changeWeight = (learningRate *
errorForHiddenLayer[hiddenIndex] * inputNodes[inputIndex]) + (momentum *
previousWeightChangeFromInputToHiddenLayer.getWeight(inputIndex, hiddenIndex));
inputToHiddenLayerWeights.changeWeight(inputIndex,
hiddenIndex, changeWeight);
previousWeightChangeFromInputToHiddenLayer.setWeight(inputIndex, hiddenIndex,
changeWeight);
}
}
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}
private void updateWeightsBetweenHiddenAndOutputLayers()
{
Weights hiddenToOutputLayerWeights =
theNetwork.getHiddenToOutputWeights();
float changeWeight = 0f;
float[] hiddenNodes = theNetwork.getHiddenLayer();
for(int outputIndex = 0; outputIndex <
theNetwork.getSizeOfOutputLayer(); outputIndex++)
{
for (int hiddenIndex = 0; hiddenIndex <
theNetwork.getSizeOfHiddenLayer(); hiddenIndex++)
{
changeWeight = (learningRate *
errorForOutputLayer[outputIndex] * hiddenNodes[hiddenIndex]) + (momentum *
previousWeightChangeFromHiddenToOutputLayer.getWeight(hiddenIndex, outputIndex));
hiddenToOutputLayerWeights.changeWeight(hiddenIndex,
outputIndex, changeWeight);
previousWeightChangeFromHiddenToOutputLayer.setWeight(hiddenIndex,
outputIndex, changeWeight);
}
}
}
private float getErrorValue(float value, float targetValue)
{
return value * (1-value) * (targetValue - value);
}
private int correctEpochs = 0;
private int epochCounter = 0;
private float bestRatio = 0;

private boolean notWithinAcceptableLimits(PrehensionInformation
thePrehensionInformation)
{
float[] outputLayer =
this.getOutputsFromNeuralNetwork(thePrehensionInformation);
float ratio = 0;
if(epochCounter >= resetEpoch)
{
epochCounter = 0;
correctEpochs = 0;
}
epochCounter++;
for(int index = 0; index < theNetwork.getSizeOfOutputLayer(); index++)
{
if (!isWithinAcceptableErrorDelta(outputLayer[index],
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thePrehensionInformation.getResult(index)))
{
correctEpochs = 0;
return true;
}
}
correctEpochs++;
if (epochCounter > testEpoch)
{
ratio = (float)correctEpochs / (float)epochCounter;
if (ratio > bestRatio)
{
System.out.println("***" + ratio + "***");
System.out.println(theNetwork);
System.out.println("***" + ratio + "***");
bestRatio = ratio;
}
}
if (ratio >= acceptableRatio)
return false;
else
return true;
}
private boolean isWithinAcceptableErrorDelta(float value, float targetValue)
{
boolean withinUpperLimit = value <= (targetValue +
acceptableErrorDelta);
boolean withinLowerLimit = value >= (targetValue acceptableErrorDelta);
return (withinUpperLimit && withinLowerLimit);
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public abstract class NeuralNetworkFunction
{
/**
* @param input the input
* @return return the results of the function
*/
public abstract float calculate(float input);
}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class PrehensionInformation
{
private ArrayInformation prehendedEntity;
private ArrayInformation prehenderEntity;
private ArrayInformation result;

/**
* @param prehendedEntity
* @param prehenderEntity
* @param result
*/
public PrehensionInformation(ArrayInformation prehendedEntity,
ArrayInformation prehenderEntity, ArrayInformation result)
{
super();
this.prehendedEntity = prehendedEntity;
this.prehenderEntity = prehenderEntity;
this.result = result;
}
/**
* Default Constructor
*/
public PrehensionInformation()
{
super();
}
/**
* @see java.lang.Object#toString()
*/
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
buffer.append(prehendedEntity);
buffer.append(" * ");
buffer.append(prehenderEntity);
buffer.append(" $ ");
buffer.append(result);
return buffer.toString();
}
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/**
* @return the prehendedEntity
*/
public ArrayInformation getPrehendedEntity()
{
return prehendedEntity;
}
/**
* @param prehendedEntity the prehendedEntity to set
*/
public void setPrehendedEntity(ArrayInformation prehendedEntity)
{
this.prehendedEntity = prehendedEntity;
}
/**
* @return the prehenderEntity
*/
public ArrayInformation getPrehenderEntity()
{
return prehenderEntity;
}
/**
* @param prehenderEntity the prehenderEntity to set
*/
public void setPrehenderEntity(ArrayInformation prehenderEntity)
{
this.prehenderEntity = prehenderEntity;
}

/**
* @return the result
*/
public ArrayInformation getResult()
{
return result;
}
/**
* @param index
* @return the result at index
*/
public float getResult(int index)
{
float[] resultArray = result.getEntity();
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}

return resultArray[index];

/**
* @param result the result to set
*/
public void setResult(ArrayInformation result)
{
this.result = result;
}
/**
* @return size
*/
public int getSizeOfEntitiesInvolvedInPrehension()
{
return this.prehendedEntity.getSize() + this.prehenderEntity.getSize();
}
/**
* @return the entities involved in prehension, the prehending and prehended
entities
*/
public float[] getEntitiesInPrehension()
{
float[] prehendingEntities = new
float[this.getSizeOfEntitiesInvolvedInPrehension()];
float[] tempPrehenderEntity = this.prehenderEntity.getEntity();
float[] tempPrehendedEntity = this.prehendedEntity.getEntity();
for(int prehenderIndex = 0; prehenderIndex <
tempPrehenderEntity.length; prehenderIndex++)
prehendingEntities[prehenderIndex] =
tempPrehenderEntity[prehenderIndex];
for(int prehendedIndex = 0; prehendedIndex <
tempPrehendedEntity.length; prehendedIndex++)
prehendingEntities[prehendedIndex + tempPrehenderEntity.length] =
tempPrehendedEntity[prehendedIndex];
return prehendingEntities;
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
import java.util.ArrayList;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class PrehensionList
{
ArrayList<PrehensionInformation> prehensions;
/**
* Default constructor
*/
public PrehensionList()
{
super();
initializeList();
}
/**
* @param prehensionInformation prehension to add to the list
*/
public void addPrehension(PrehensionInformation prehensionInformation)
{
prehensions.add(prehensionInformation);
}
private void initializeList()
{
prehensions = new ArrayList<PrehensionInformation>();
}
/**
* @return a random prehension from list
*/
public PrehensionInformation getRandomPrehension()
{
int randomIndex = (int)(Math.random() * prehensions.size());
return prehensions.get(randomIndex);
}
/**
* @see java.lang.Object#toString()
*/
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
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}

}

for(PrehensionInformation prehensionInformation : prehensions)
{
buffer.append(prehensionInformation);
buffer.append("\n");
}
return buffer.toString();
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class SigmoidFunction extends NeuralNetworkFunction
{
/**
* @see neuralNetworkUnits.NeuralNetworkFunction#calculate(float)
*/
@Override
public float calculate(float input)
{
return (float)(1/(1 + Math.exp(-1 * input)));
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package neuralNetworkUnits;
import java.util.Random;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class Weights
{
private float[][] weights;
/**
* @param leftSize the size of the left set of nodes
* @param rightSize the size of the right set of nodes
*/
public Weights(int leftSize, int rightSize)
{
super();
weights = new float[rightSize][leftSize];
randomizeWeights();
}
/**
* @param weights the weights
*/
public Weights(float[][] weights)
{
super();
this.weights = weights;
}
/**
* @param indexRight the node on the right side
* @return the weights for every node connected to the node index
*/
public float[] getWeightsForRight(int indexRight)
{
return weights[indexRight];
}
/**
* @param leftIndex left index
* @param rightIndex right index
* @return the weight associated with left and right index
*/
public float getWeight(int leftIndex, int rightIndex)
{
return weights[rightIndex][leftIndex];
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}
/**
* @param leftIndex left index
* @param rightIndex right index
* @param value weight value to be set
*/
public void setWeight(int leftIndex, int rightIndex, float value)
{
weights[rightIndex][leftIndex] = value;
}
/**
* @param leftIndex left index
* @param rightIndex right index
* @param delta amount to add to weight value
*/
public void changeWeight(int leftIndex, int rightIndex, float delta)
{
weights[rightIndex][leftIndex] += delta;
}
private void randomizeWeights()
{
Random random = new Random();
for(int indexRight = 0; indexRight < this.weights.length; indexRight++)
{
for(int indexLeft = 0; indexLeft <
this.weights[indexRight].length; indexLeft++)
{
weights[indexRight][indexLeft] = random.nextFloat();
}
}
}

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

/**
* @see java.lang.Object#toString()
*/
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
buffer.append("<Home size=\"");
buffer.append(weights.length);
buffer.append("\">\n");
for(int indexRight = 0; indexRight < weights.length; indexRight++)
{
buffer.append("\t<RightInput number=\"");
buffer.append(indexRight);
buffer.append("\" size=\"");
buffer.append(weights[indexRight].length);
buffer.append("\">\n");
for(int indexLeft = 0; indexLeft < weights[indexRight].length;
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indexLeft++)
//
{
//
buffer.append("\t\t<LeftInput number=\"");
//
buffer.append(indexLeft);
//
buffer.append("\" value=\"");
//
buffer.append(weights[indexRight][indexLeft]);
//
buffer.append("\"></LeftInput>\n");
//
}
//
buffer.append("\t</RightInput>\n");
//
}
//
buffer.append("</Home>");
buffer.append(weights.length);
buffer.append("\n");
for(int indexRight = 0; indexRight < weights.length; indexRight++)
{
buffer.append(weights[indexRight].length);
buffer.append("\n");
for(int indexLeft = 0; indexLeft < weights[indexRight].length;
indexLeft++)
{
buffer.append(weights[indexRight][indexLeft]);
buffer.append(" ");
}
buffer.append("\n");
}
return buffer.toString();
}
}
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/**
*
*/
package selectionProcedures;
import exceptions.CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException;
import actualEntitiesUnits.ActualEntity;
import actualEntitiesUnits.CopeImplementation;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public class RandomSelectionProcedure extends SelectionProcedure
{
CopeImplementation cope;
/**
* @param cope COPE to be selected from
*/
public RandomSelectionProcedure(CopeImplementation cope)
{
this.cope = cope;
}
/**
* Returns two unique entities for prehension
* @return the prehending entity as well as the prehended entity is an array
of size 2. The index of the prehending element is provided by the final int
PREHENDING, index of prehended element by PREHENDED
* @throws CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException thrown when COPE of size less
than 2
*/
public ActualEntity[] getActualEntities() throws
CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException
{
if (cope.size() < 2)
throw new CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException("The COPE must be of
at least size 2");
ActualEntity[] entitiesInvolvedInPrehension = new ActualEntity[2];
int indexOfPrehendingEntity = (int)(Math.random() * cope.size());
int indexOfPrehendedEntity = (int)(Math.random() * cope.size());
while (indexOfPrehendedEntity == indexOfPrehendingEntity)
{
indexOfPrehendedEntity = (int)(Math.random() * cope.size());
}
entitiesInvolvedInPrehension[PREHENDER] =
cope.getActualEntity(indexOfPrehendingEntity);
entitiesInvolvedInPrehension[PREHENDED] =
cope.getActualEntity(indexOfPrehendedEntity);
return entitiesInvolvedInPrehension;
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}

}
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/**
*
*/
package selectionProcedures;
import exceptions.CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException;
import actualEntitiesUnits.ActualEntity;
/**
* @author brandonsaunders
*
*/
public abstract class SelectionProcedure
{
/**
* the prehender
*/
public static final int PREHENDER = 0;
/**
* the prehended
*/
public static final int PREHENDED = 1;
/**
* @return the actual entities involved in prehension
* @throws CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException
*/
public abstract ActualEntity[] getActualEntities() throws
CopeTooSmallForPrehensionException;
}
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Appendix B: Geometric Actual Entity Driver
//Class: ActualEntity
//Concrete class consisting of a defined set of vector positions and a prehension
function
public class ActualEntity
{
float[] vectors;
Function prehension;
public ActualEntity(int vectorSize, Function thePrehension)
{
vectors = new float[vectorSize];
prehension = thePrehension;
}
public ActualEntity(float[] vectors)
{
this.vectors = new float[vectors.length];
for(int index = 0; index < vectors.length; index++)
this.vectors[index] = vectors[index];
}
public void prehend(ActualEntity e)
{
vectors = prehension.applyFunction(this, e);
}
//method: place
//sets position vectors for entity
public void place(float[] position)
{
for(int i = 0; i < vectors.length; i++)
{
vectors[i] = position[i];
}
}
//method: size
//returns size of vector array
public int size()
{
return vectors.length;
}
//method: getVectors
//returns vector array
public float[] getVectors()
{
return vectors;
}
//method: getVectors
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//returns particular vector at position-th place in array
public float getVector(int position)
{
return vectors[position];
}
//method: getPrehension
//returns prehension object associated with Entity
public Function getPrehension()
{
return prehension;
}

}

//method: toString
//returns string representation of Entity
//Format: <vector1>_<vector2>_etc.
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
for(int counter = 0; counter < vectors.length /2; counter++)
{
if (vectors[counter] > 0)
buffer.append(vectors[counter]/255);
else
buffer.append(-vectors[counter]/255);
buffer.append(",");
}
//remove trailing comma
buffer.setLength(buffer.length() - 1);
return buffer.toString();
}
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import
import
import
import

java.io.*;
java.util.*;
java.awt.*;
java.awt.event.*;

import
import
import
import

javax.media.opengl.*;
javax.media.opengl.glu.*;
javax.swing.*;
javax.swing.event.*;

import com.sun.opengl.util.Animator;
public class AEDisplay implements GLEventListener, InternalFrameListener,
MouseListener, MouseMotionListener, KeyListener, ActionListener, ItemListener
{
private JFrame mainFrame;
private JDesktopPane desktop;
private JInternalFrame iFrame;
private GLCanvas canvas;
private JMenuBar menuBar;
private JMenu menu;
private JMenuItem menuItem;
private JCheckBoxMenuItem cbAnimate, cbSpheres;
private boolean converge=false;
private Animator animator;
GLUquadric quadric;
private float[] lightPos = {0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f};
private float[] whiteLight = {0.2f, 0.2f, 0.2f, 1.0f};
private float[] sourceLight = {0.8f, 0.8f, 0.8f, 1.0f};
private
private
private
private
private

float
float
float
float
float

zPos = -300f;
xPos = -75f;
yPos = -125f;
vThresh = 600f;
vLRate = .5f;

private Cube shape = new Cube();
private boolean animate = false;
private float displayState = 0f;
boolean textMode;
boolean showSpheres = false;
int currentShape = 0;
public void init(GLAutoDrawable drawable)
{
GL gl = drawable.getGL();
GLU glu = new GLU(); //drawable.getGLU();
quadric = glu.gluNewQuadric();
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_DEPTH_TEST);
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_CULL_FACE);
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gl.glEnable(GL.GL_LIGHTING);

}

gl.glLightModelfv(GL.GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT, whiteLight,1);
gl.glLightfv(GL.GL_LIGHT0, GL.GL_DIFFUSE, sourceLight,1);
gl.glLightfv(GL.GL_LIGHT0, GL.GL_POSITION, lightPos,1);
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_LIGHT0);
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_COLOR_MATERIAL);
gl.glColorMaterial(GL.GL_FRONT, GL.GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE);
gl.glClearColor(0f, 0f, 0f, 1f); //black background

public void reshape(GLAutoDrawable drawable, int x, int y, int width, int height)

{

}

GL gl = drawable.getGL();
GLU glu = new GLU(); //drawable.getGLU();
float ratio = (float)height / (float) width;
gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_PROJECTION);
gl.glLoadIdentity();
gl.glViewport(0, 0, width, height);
glu.gluPerspective(70.0f, ratio, 1f, 100000.0f);
gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_MODELVIEW);
gl.glLoadIdentity();
gl.glTranslatef(0f, 0f, -40f);
public void update()
{
shape.update();
ActualEntity e;
float fsum=0;
for(int i = 0; i < shape.size(); i++)
{
e = shape.getEntity(i);
fsum+=e.getPrehension().getConvergence();
}
if ((shape.getEpoch()>5000&&fsum<.000000001f&&fsum>-.000000001f) ||
shape.getEpoch() > 4000000)
{
System.out.println("Convergence Met!");
shape.closeWriter();
shape.reset();

//
//
//
//
//
//

switch(currentShape)
{
case 0: shape = new Cube(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 1: shape = new Diamond(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 2: shape = new HollowDiamond(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 3: shape = new HollowCircle(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 4: shape = new HollowQuarterSphere(shape.getEntities()); break;

case 5: shape = new HollowSphere(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 6: shape = new Line(shape.getEntities()); break;
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//
//
//
//
//

case
case
case
case
case

}

}

7: shape = new Plane(shape.getEntities()); break;
8: shape = new Pyramid(shape.getEntities()); break;
9: shape = new HollowPyramid(shape.getEntities()); break;
10: shape = new Rectangle(shape.getEntities()); break;
11: shape = new Sphere(shape.getEntities()); break;

}
currentShape++;
if (currentShape == 12) currentShape = 0;
//converge=true;
//animate=false;
//
printEntities();
// System.exit(0);

public void display(GLAutoDrawable drawable)
{
if( (shape.size() > 0) && (animate) && (!converge))
{
for (int ii=0;ii<50;ii++)
{
if (!converge) update();
}
}
GL gl = drawable.getGL();
GLU glu = new GLU();
gl.glClear(GL.GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL.GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);
gl.glLoadIdentity();
ActualEntity draw;
gl.glPushMatrix();
gl.glTranslatef(xPos, yPos,
gl.glRotatef(view_rotx, 1f,
gl.glRotatef(view_roty, 0f,
gl.glRotatef(view_rotz, 0f,

zPos);
0f, 0f);
1f, 0f);
0f, 1f);

//Drawing color square
gl.glBegin(GL.GL_LINES);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,-255);
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gl.glColor3f(255,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,0);
gl.glEnd();
//End color square
gl.glPopMatrix();
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gl.glPointSize(4f);
for(int i = -1; i < shape.size(); i++)
{
gl.glPushMatrix();
gl.glTranslatef(xPos, yPos, zPos);
gl.glRotatef(view_rotx, 1f, 0f, 0f);
gl.glRotatef(view_roty, 0f, 1f, 0f);
gl.glRotatef(view_rotz, 0f, 0f, 1f);
draw = shape.getEntity(i);
//Begin spheres
gl.glTranslatef(draw.getVector(0), draw.getVector(1),
draw.getVector(2));
if (i <= -1)
gl.glColor3f(1f, 0f, 0f);
else
gl.glColor3f(draw.getVector(3)/ 255f, draw.getVector(4)/
255f, -draw.getVector(5)/ 255f);

}

}

if ((displayState == 0)||(draw.getVector(6) == displayState))
{
if (!showSpheres)
{
gl.glBegin(GL.GL_POINTS);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glEnd();
}
else
glu.gluSphere(quadric, 3.0f, 30, 17);
}
gl.glPopMatrix();

public void displayChanged(GLDrawable drawable, boolean modeChanged,
boolean deviceChanged)
{}
public void initControls()
{
menuBar = new JMenuBar();
menu = new JMenu("File");
menuBar.add(menu);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Exit");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuBar.add(menu);
menu = new JMenu("View");
cbAnimate = new JCheckBoxMenuItem("Animate");
cbAnimate.addItemListener(this);
menu.add(cbAnimate);
cbSpheres = new JCheckBoxMenuItem("Display Spheres");
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}

cbSpheres.addItemListener(this);
menu.add(cbSpheres);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Reset");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuBar.add(menu);
menu = new JMenu("Shape");
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Cube");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Diamond");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowCircle");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowQuarterSphere");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowSphere");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Line");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Plane");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Pyramid");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Rectangle");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Sphere");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowDiamond");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowPyramid");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuBar.add(menu);
mainFrame.setJMenuBar(menuBar);
public void setupFrames()
{
mainFrame = new JFrame("Actual Entities");
Dimension screenSize = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getScreenSize();
int inset = 50;
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int inset2 = 10;
mainFrame.setBounds(inset, inset, screenSize.width - inset*2,
screenSize.height - inset*2);
mainFrame.addWindowListener(new WindowAdapter() {
public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e)
{
System.exit(0);
}
});
initControls();
desktop = new JDesktopPane();
iFrame = new JInternalFrame("Display", true, true, true, false);
mainFrame.setVisible(true);
desktop.setVisible(true);
iFrame.setVisible(true);
iFrame.setBounds(inset2, inset2, mainFrame.getWidth() - 4 * 100,
mainFrame.getWidth() - 4 * 100);
iFrame.setDefaultCloseOperation(WindowConstants.DISPOSE_ON_CLOSE);
iFrame.addInternalFrameListener(this);
desktop.add(iFrame);
mainFrame.setContentPane(desktop);
desktop.putClientProperty("JDesktopPane.dragMode", "outline");

}

//CANVAS
canvas = new GLCanvas();
canvas.setSize(iFrame.getWidth() - 12, iFrame.getHeight() - 33);
canvas.addGLEventListener(this);
canvas.addMouseListener(this);
canvas.addMouseMotionListener(this);
canvas.addKeyListener(this);
iFrame.getContentPane().add(canvas, BorderLayout.CENTER);
public void createAnimator()
{
animator = new Animator(canvas);
}
public void startAnimator()
{
animator.start();
}
public void stopAnimator()
{
animator.stop();
}
public void internalFrameActivated(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameClosed(InternalFrameEvent e)
{
stopAnimator();
}
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public void internalFrameClosing(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameDeactivated(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameDeiconified(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameIconified(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameOpened(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
// Methods to implement MouseListner interface
int prevMouseX, prevMouseY;
boolean mouseRButtonDown = false;
public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e)
{
prevMouseX = e.getX();
prevMouseY = e.getY();

}

if ( (e.getModifiers() & InputEvent.BUTTON3_MASK) != 0 )
{
mouseRButtonDown = true;
}
public void mouseReleased( MouseEvent e )
{
if ( (e.getModifiers() & InputEvent.BUTTON3_MASK) != 0 )
{
mouseRButtonDown = false;
}
}
// Additional methods required for the implementation of MouseListener
public void mouseEntered( MouseEvent e ) {}
public void mouseExited( MouseEvent e ) {}
public void mouseClicked( MouseEvent e ) {}
// Methods required for the implementation of MouseMotionListener
static float view_rotx = 20.0f, view_roty = 30.0f, view_rotz = 0.0f;
public void mouseDragged( MouseEvent e )
{
int x = e.getX();
int y = e.getY();
Dimension size = e.getComponent().getSize();
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float thetaY = 360.0f * ( (float)(x-prevMouseX)/(float)size.width);
float thetaX = 360.0f * ( (float)(prevMouseY-y)/(float)size.height);
prevMouseX = x;
prevMouseY = y;

}

view_rotx += thetaX;
view_roty += thetaY;
public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e) {}
public void keyPressed(KeyEvent e)
{
int key = e.getKeyCode();
switch (key)
{
case KeyEvent.VK_HOME:
view_rotx -= 5;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_END:
view_rotx += 5;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_INSERT:
view_roty -= 5;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_DELETE:
view_roty += 5;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_PAGE_UP:
view_rotz -= 5;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_PAGE_DOWN:
view_rotz += 5;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_UP:
zPos += 12;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_DOWN:
zPos -= 5;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_W:
yPos -= 1;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_S:
yPos += 1;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_A:
xPos += 1;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_D:
xPos -= 1;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_SPACE:
if (!converge)
{
update();
canvas.repaint();
}
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_N:
shape.reset();
switch(currentShape)
{
case 0: shape = new Cube(shape.getEntities()); break;
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

case 1: shape = new Diamond(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 2: shape = new HollowDiamond(shape.getEntities()); break;

case 3: shape = new HollowCircle(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 4: shape = new HollowQuarterSphere(shape.getEntities()); break;

case
case
case
case

5:
6:
7:
8:

shape
shape
shape
shape

=
=
=
=

new
new
new
new

HollowSphere(shape.getEntities()); break;
Line(shape.getEntities()); break;
Plane(shape.getEntities()); break;
Pyramid(shape.getEntities()); break;

case 9: shape = new HollowPyramid(shape.getEntities()); break;

case 10: shape = new Rectangle(shape.getEntities()); break;
case 11: shape = new Sphere(shape.getEntities()); break;

}

currentShape++;
if (currentShape == 12) currentShape = 0;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_Q:
System.exit(0);
}
public void keyReleased(KeyEvent e) {}
public void keyTyped(KeyEvent e) {}

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

//ignore

//ignore

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Exit"))
{
animator.stop();
System.exit(0);
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Reset"))
{
shape.reset();
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Cube"))
{
shape = new Cube();
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Diamond"))
{
shape = new Diamond();
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("HollowCircle"))
{
shape = new HollowCircle();
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("HollowQuarterSphere"))
{
shape = new HollowQuarterSphere();
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("HollowSphere"))
{
shape = new HollowSphere();
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Line"))
{
shape = new Line();
}
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

if
{
}
if
{
}
if
{
}
if
{
}
if
{
}

(e.getActionCommand().equals("Plane"))
shape = new Plane();
(e.getActionCommand().equals("Pyramid"))
shape = new Pyramid();
(e.getActionCommand().equals("Sphere"))
shape = new Sphere();
(e.getActionCommand().equals("HollowDiamond"))
shape = new HollowDiamond();
(e.getActionCommand().equals("HollowPyramid"))
shape = new HollowPyramid();

}
public void itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e)
{
Object source = e.getItemSelectable();
if (source == cbAnimate)
{
if (e.getStateChange() == ItemEvent.DESELECTED)
animate = false;
else
animate = true;
}
else //cbSpheres
{
if (e.getStateChange() == ItemEvent.DESELECTED)
showSpheres = false;
else
showSpheres = true;
}
}
public void setThresh(float t)
{
vThresh=t;
System.out.println("Setting Threshold to "+vThresh);
}
public void setLRate(float t)
{
vLRate=t;
System.out.println("Setting Learning Rate to "+vLRate);
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
//java AEDisplay : non-graphical output
//java AEDisplay g : graphical interface with nothing set
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//java AEDisplay
//java AEDisplay
//java AEDisplay
//java AEDisplay
display used

g <textfile> : graphical with input file set
g <textfile> <threshhold>
g <textfile> <threshhold> <learningrate>
t <textfile> <threshhold> <learningrate> : text based
for quick analysis

AEDisplay renderer = new AEDisplay();
renderer.setupFrames();
renderer.createAnimator();
renderer.startAnimator();
}

/**
*

@see javax.media.opengl.GLEventListener#displayChanged(javax.media.opengl.GLAutoDrawable, boolean, boolean)

*/

}

public void displayChanged(GLAutoDrawable arg0, boolean arg1, boolean arg2)
{
}
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import java.io.File;
public class Cube extends Shape
{
public static EntityWriter entityWriter = new EntityWriter(null);
//constructors
public Cube()
{
theEntities = new ActualEntity[1000];
float[] pos = new float[6];
center = new ActualEntity(6, new CenterPrehension(255f, .5f));
pos[0] = 127.5f;
pos[1] = 127.5f;
pos[2] = -127.5f;
pos[3] = 127.5f;
pos[4] = 127.5f;
pos[5] = -127.5f;
center.place(pos);
float m, n, o;
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
theEntities[i] = new ActualEntity(6, new CubePrehension(255f, .5f));
m = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
n = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
o = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
pos[0] = m;
pos[1] = n;
pos[2] = -o;
pos[3] = m;
pos[4] = n;
pos[5] = -o;
theEntities[i].place(pos);
}
}
public Cube(ActualEntity[] ae)
{
theEntities = new ActualEntity[1000];
float[] pos = new float[6];
center = new ActualEntity(6, new CenterPrehension(255f, .5f));
pos[0] = 127.5f;
pos[1] = 127.5f;
pos[2] = -127.5f;
pos[3] = 127.5f;
pos[4] = 127.5f;
pos[5] = -127.5f;
center.place(pos);
float[] mno = new float[6];
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
theEntities[i] = new ActualEntity(6, new CubePrehension(255f, .5f));
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}

mno = ae[i].getVectors();
pos[0] = mno[0];
pos[1] = mno[1];
pos[2] = mno[2];
pos[3] = mno[3];
pos[4] = mno[4];
pos[5] = mno[5];
theEntities[i].place(pos);
}
public void reset()
{
float[] pos = new float[6];
float m, n, o;
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
theEntities[i] = new ActualEntity(6, new CubePrehension(255f, .5f));
m = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
n = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
o = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
pos[0] = m;
pos[1] = n;
pos[2] = -o;
pos[3] = m;
pos[4] = n;
pos[5] = -o;
theEntities[i].place(pos);
}
}
public ActualEntity getEntity(int i)
{
if (i >= 0)
return theEntities[i];
else
return center;
}
public void update()
{
epoch++;
int prehender = (int)((Math.random() * 999) + 1);
ActualEntity tempPrehender = new ActualEntity(theEntities[prehender].vectors);

}

ActualEntity tempPrehended = new ActualEntity(center.vectors);
theEntities[prehender].prehend(center);
ActualEntity tempResult = new ActualEntity(theEntities[prehender].vectors);
if (differentEnough(tempPrehender, tempResult))
entityWriter.writeEntity(tempPrehender, tempPrehended, tempResult);
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private boolean differentEnough(ActualEntity ae1, ActualEntity ae2)
{
int similarCounter = 0;
for (int counter = 0; counter < ae1.size(); counter++)
{
if (ae1.getVector(counter) == ae2.getVector(counter))
similarCounter++;
}
if (similarCounter == ae1.size())
return false;
else
return true;
}

}

public void closeWriter()
{
entityWriter.closeFile();
}
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//Class: ColorFunction
//Prehension function related to clustering color
//data into red, green or blue groups
public class CubePrehension extends Function
{
//Vectors
//0: R
//1: G
//2: B
//3: R orig
//4: G orig
//5: B orig
//6: overall original color
//constructors
public CubePrehension(float t, float l)
{
g = 1f; //initial starting value
threshhold = t / 255f;
learningRate = l;
}
//method: computeDistance
//calculates the Euclidean distance between prehender point and prehended point
public float[] computeDistance()
{
d = new float[3];
w = new float[3];
f = new float[3];
m = new float[3];

the two

for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
d[count] = o[count] - i[count]; //computes absolute distance between
d[count] /= 255;
if (d[count] < 0.05)
m[count] = 0;
else
m[count] = 1;
}

}
return d;
//method: applyThreshhold
//modifies distance d based on whether points are close enough
//to prehend each other positively
public float[] applyThreshhold()
{
float temp = 0;
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
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}

{
temp += d[count] * d[count];
}
temp = (float)Math.sqrt(temp);
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
if (temp <= threshhold)
w[count] = 1 - Math.abs(d[count]);
else
w[count] = 0;
}
return w;
//method: computeScalingFactor
//calculates a scaling movement value by averaging values
public float computeScalingFactor()
{
s = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < w.length; i++)
{
s += w[i];
}
s /= w.length;
return s;
}
//method: computeSubjectiveForm
//calculates movement of entity based on inputs given by
//previous functions
public float[] computeSubjectiveForm()
{
convergence=0;
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
f[count] = s * g * w[count] * d[count] * m[count];
convergence+=f[count];
}
return f;
}
//method: computeConvergence
//determines if point is "converging" based on how many times
//it has moved and the learning rate
public float computeConvergence()
{
float temp = 0f;
for(int i = 0; i < f.length; i++)
{
temp += f[i];
}
g = g - learningRate*Math.abs(temp/f.length);
return g;
}
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//method: computeNextPosition
//returns how the entity should move based on the above functions
public float[] computeNextPosition()
{
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
o[count] = o[count] - (f[count] * 255);
}
return o;
}
}
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public class Sphere extends Shape
{
public static EntityWriter entityWriter = new EntityWriter(null);
//constructors
public Sphere()
{
theEntities = new ActualEntity[1000];
float[] pos = new float[6];
center = new ActualEntity(6, new CenterPrehension(255f, .5f));
pos[0] = 127.5f;
pos[1] = 127.5f;
pos[2] = -127.5f;
pos[3] = 127.5f;
pos[4] = 127.5f;
pos[5] = -127.5f;
center.place(pos);

}

float m, n, o;
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
theEntities[i] = new ActualEntity(6, new SpherePrehension(255f, .5f));
m = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
n = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
o = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
pos[0] = m;
pos[1] = n;
pos[2] = -o;
pos[3] = m;
pos[4] = n;
pos[5] = -o;
theEntities[i].place(pos);
}
public Sphere(ActualEntity[] ae)
{
theEntities = new ActualEntity[1000];
float[] pos = new float[6];
center = new ActualEntity(6, new CenterPrehension(255f, .5f));
pos[0] = 127.5f;
pos[1] = 127.5f;
pos[2] = -127.5f;
pos[3] = 127.5f;
pos[4] = 127.5f;
pos[5] = -127.5f;
center.place(pos);
float[] mno = new float[6];
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
theEntities[i] = new ActualEntity(6, new SpherePrehension(255f, .5f));
mno = ae[i].getVectors();
pos[0] = mno[0];
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}

pos[1] = mno[1];
pos[2] = mno[2];
pos[3] = mno[3];
pos[4] = mno[4];
pos[5] = mno[5];
theEntities[i].place(pos);
}
public void reset()
{
float[] pos = new float[6];
float m, n, o;
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
theEntities[i] = new ActualEntity(6, new SpherePrehension(255f, .5f));
m = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
n = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
o = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
pos[0] = m;
pos[1] = n;
pos[2] = -o;
pos[3] = m;
pos[4] = n;
pos[5] = -o;
theEntities[i].place(pos);
}
}
public ActualEntity getEntity(int i)
{
if (i >= 0)
return theEntities[i];
else //(i == -1)
return center;
}
public void update()
{
epoch++;
int prehender = (int)((Math.random() * 999) + 1);

ActualEntity tempPrehender = new ActualEntity(theEntities[prehender].vectors);

ActualEntity tempPrehended = new ActualEntity(center.vectors);
theEntities[prehender].prehend(center);
ActualEntity tempResult = new ActualEntity(theEntities[prehender].vectors);
entityWriter.writeEntity(tempPrehender, tempPrehended, tempResult);

}
public void closeWriter()
{
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}

}

entityWriter.closeFile();
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//Class: ColorFunction
//Prehension function related to clustering color
//data into red, green or blue groups
public class SpherePrehension extends Function
{
//Vectors
//0: R
//1: G
//2: B
//3: R orig
//4: G orig
//5: B orig
//6: overall original color
//constructors
public SpherePrehension(float t, float l)
{
g = 1f; //initial starting value
threshhold = t / 255f;
learningRate = l;
}
//method: computeDistance
//calculates the Euclidean distance between prehender point and prehended point
public float[] computeDistance()
{
d = new float[3];
w = new float[3];
f = new float[3];
m = new float[3];
float radius = 0;
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
d[count] = o[count] - i[count]; //computes absolute distance between the two
d[count] /= 255;
}
radius = (float)(Math.pow(d[0], 2) + Math.pow(d[1], 2) + Math.pow(d[2], 2));

radius = (float)Math.sqrt(radius);
if (radius < .5)
{
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
m[count] = 0;
}
}
else
{
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
m[count] = 1;
}
}
return d;
}
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//method: applyThreshhold
//modifies distance d based on whether points are close enough
//to prehend each other positively
public float[] applyThreshhold()
{
float temp = 0;
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
temp += d[count] * d[count];
}
temp = (float)Math.sqrt(temp);
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
if (temp <= threshhold)
w[count] = 1 - Math.abs(d[count]);
else
w[count] = 0;
}
return w;
}
//method: computeScalingFactor
//calculates a scaling movement value by averaging values
public float computeScalingFactor()
{
s = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < w.length; i++)
{
s += w[i];
}
s /= w.length;
return s;
}
//method: computeSubjectiveForm
//calculates movement of entity based on inputs given by
//previous functions
public float[] computeSubjectiveForm()
{
convergence=0;
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
f[count] = s * g * w[count] * d[count] * m[count];
convergence+=f[count];
}
return f;
}
//method: computeConvergence
//determines if point is "converging" based on how many times
//it has moved and the learning rate
public float computeConvergence()
{
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}

float temp = 0f;
for(int i = 0; i < f.length; i++)
{
temp += f[i];
}
g = g - learningRate*Math.abs(temp/f.length);
return g;
//method: computeNextPosition
//returns how the entity should move based on the above functions
public float[] computeNextPosition()
{
for(int count = 0; count < d.length; count++)
{
o[count] = o[count] - (f[count] * 255);
}
return o;
}
}
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public abstract class Function
{
protected float[] o;
protected float[] i;
protected float[] d;
protected float[] w;
protected float s;
protected float[] f;
protected float g;
protected float[] output;
protected float[] m;
protected float threshhold;
protected float learningRate;
protected float convergence;
public float[] applyFunction(ActualEntity prehender, ActualEntity prehended)
{
//returns the array containing modifications to acting
//Function (6)
o = prehender.getVectors();
i = prehended.getVectors();
d = computeDistance();
w = applyThreshhold();
s = computeScalingFactor();
f = computeSubjectiveForm();
g = computeConvergence();
return computeNextPosition();
}
public abstract float[] computeDistance();
//Function (1)
public abstract float[] applyThreshhold();
//Function (2)
public abstract float computeScalingFactor();
//Function (3)
public abstract float[] computeSubjectiveForm();
//Function (4)
public abstract float computeConvergence();
//Function (5)
public abstract float[] computeNextPosition();
//Function (6)
public float getConvergence()
return convergence;

{
}
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}
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public abstract class Shape
{
protected ActualEntity[] theEntities;
protected ActualEntity center;
protected long epoch=0;
public long getEpoch() {return epoch;}
public void setEpoch(long e) {epoch=e;}
public abstract ActualEntity getEntity(int i);
public int size()
{
return 1000;
}
public ActualEntity[] getEntities()
{
return theEntities;
}
public abstract void update();
public abstract void reset();
public String toString()
{
String result = "";
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
result = result + i + ": " + theEntities[i] + "\n";
}
result = result + "\n";
return result;
}
}
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Appendix C: Modified Geometric Actual Entity Driver
//Class: ActualEntity
//Concrete class consisting of a defined set of vector positions and a prehension
function
public class ModifiedActualEntity
{
float[] vectors;
//
Function prehension;
ArtificialNeuralNetwork prehension;
//

public ActualEntity(int vectorSize, Function thePrehension)
public ModifiedActualEntity(int vectorSize, ArtificialNeuralNetwork
thePrehension)
{
vectors = new float[vectorSize];
prehension = thePrehension;
}
public ModifiedActualEntity(float[] vectors)
{
this.vectors = new float[vectors.length];
for(int index = 0; index < vectors.length; index++)
this.vectors[index] = vectors[index];
}
public void prehend(ModifiedActualEntity e)
{
float[] modifiedVector = new float[vectors.length * 2];
for(int counter = 0; counter < vectors.length; counter++)
{
System.out.print(vectors[counter] + " " );
modifiedVector[counter] = vectors[counter] / 255;
if (modifiedVector[counter] < 0) modifiedVector[counter] =
-modifiedVector[counter];
}
System.out.print(" *** ");
for(int counter = 0; counter < vectors.length; counter++)
{
System.out.print(e.getVector(counter) + " ");
modifiedVector[counter + vectors.length] = e.getVector(counter) / 255;
if (modifiedVector[counter] < 0) modifiedVector[counter] =
-modifiedVector[counter];
}
prehension.setInputLayer(modifiedVector);
float[] modifiedOutput = prehension.getOutputLayer();
System.out.println();
for(int counter = 0; counter < modifiedOutput.length; counter++)
{
modifiedOutput[counter] = modifiedOutput[counter] * 255;
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System.out.print(modifiedOutput[counter] + " ");
}
modifiedOutput[modifiedOutput.length - 1] = -modifiedOutput
[modifiedOutput.length - 1];
System.out.println();
System.out.println();
for(int index = 0; index < modifiedOutput.length; index++)
vectors[index] = modifiedOutput[index];
//
vectors = prehension.applyFunction(this, e);
}
//method: place
//sets position vectors for entity
public void place(float[] position)
{
for(int i = 0; i < vectors.length; i++)
{
vectors[i] = position[i];
}
}
//method: size
//returns size of vector array
public int size()
{
return vectors.length;
}
//method: getVectors
//returns vector array
public float[] getVectors()
{
return vectors;
}
//method: getVectors
//returns particular vector at position-th place in array
public float getVector(int position)
{
return vectors[position];
}

//
//
//

//method: getPrehension
//returns prehension object associated with Entity
public Function getPrehension()
{
return prehension;
}
public ArtificialNeuralNetwork getPrehension()
{
return prehension;
}
//method: toString
//returns string representation of Entity
//Format: <vector1>_<vector2>_etc.
public String toString()
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//
//
//
//
//

{

}
}

String result = "";
for (int i = 0; i < vectors.length; i++)
{
result = result + vectors[i] + " ";
}
return result;
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();
for(int counter = 0; counter < vectors.length; counter++)
{
if (vectors[counter] > 0)
buffer.append(vectors[counter]/255);
else
buffer.append(-vectors[counter]/255);
buffer.append(",");
}
//remove trailing comma
buffer.setLength(buffer.length() - 1);
return buffer.toString();
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import
import
import
import

java.io.*;
java.util.*;
java.awt.*;
java.awt.event.*;

import
import
import
import

javax.media.opengl.*;
javax.media.opengl.glu.*;
javax.swing.*;
javax.swing.event.*;

import com.sun.opengl.util.Animator;
public class AEDisplay2 implements GLEventListener, InternalFrameListener,
MouseListener, MouseMotionListener, KeyListener, ActionListener, ItemListener
{
private JFrame mainFrame;
private JDesktopPane desktop;
private JInternalFrame iFrame;
private GLCanvas canvas;
private JMenuBar menuBar;
private JMenu menu;
private JMenuItem menuItem;
private JCheckBoxMenuItem cbAnimate, cbSpheres;
private boolean converge=false;
private Animator animator;
GLUquadric quadric;
private float[] lightPos = {0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f};
private float[] whiteLight = {0.2f, 0.2f, 0.2f, 1.0f};
private float[] sourceLight = {0.8f, 0.8f, 0.8f, 1.0f};
private
private
private
private
private

float
float
float
float
float

zPos = -300f;
xPos = -75f;
yPos = -125f;
vThresh = 600f;//90f;
vLRate = .5f;

private ModifiedCube shape;
private boolean animate = false;
private float displayState = 0f;
boolean textMode;
boolean showSpheres = false;
int currentShape = 0;
public void init(GLAutoDrawable drawable)
{
GL gl = drawable.getGL();
GLU glu = new GLU(); //drawable.getGLU();
quadric = glu.gluNewQuadric();
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_DEPTH_TEST);
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_CULL_FACE);
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gl.glEnable(GL.GL_LIGHTING);
gl.glLightModelfv(GL.GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT, whiteLight,1);
gl.glLightfv(GL.GL_LIGHT0, GL.GL_DIFFUSE, sourceLight,1);
gl.glLightfv(GL.GL_LIGHT0, GL.GL_POSITION, lightPos,1);
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_LIGHT0);
gl.glEnable(GL.GL_COLOR_MATERIAL);
gl.glColorMaterial(GL.GL_FRONT, GL.GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE);
gl.glClearColor(0f, 0f, 0f, 1f); //black background
ArtificialNeuralNetworkFactory annFactory = new
ArtificialNeuralNetworkFactory(new File("test.txt"));
shape = new ModifiedCube(annFactory.getRandomANN());
}
public void reshape(GLAutoDrawable drawable, int x, int y, int width, int
height)
{
GL gl = drawable.getGL();
GLU glu = new GLU(); //drawable.getGLU();
float ratio = (float)height / (float) width;
gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_PROJECTION);
gl.glLoadIdentity();
gl.glViewport(0, 0, width, height);
glu.gluPerspective(70.0f, ratio, 1f, 100000.0f);
gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_MODELVIEW);
gl.glLoadIdentity();
gl.glTranslatef(0f, 0f, -40f);
}
public void update()
{
shape.update();
ModifiedActualEntity e;

}

for(int i = 0; i < shape.size(); i++)
{
e = shape.getEntity(i);
}
if (shape.getEpoch() > 4000000)
{
System.out.println("Convergence Met!");
}

public void display(GLAutoDrawable drawable)
{
if( (shape.size() > 0) && (animate) && (!converge))
{
for (int ii=0;ii<50;ii++)
{
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}

if (!converge) update();
}
GL gl = drawable.getGL();
GLU glu = new GLU(); //drawable.getGLU();
gl.glClear(GL.GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL.GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);
gl.glLoadIdentity();
ModifiedActualEntity draw;
gl.glPushMatrix();
gl.glTranslatef(xPos, yPos,
gl.glRotatef(view_rotx, 1f,
gl.glRotatef(view_roty, 0f,
gl.glRotatef(view_rotz, 0f,

zPos);
0f, 0f);
1f, 0f);
0f, 1f);

//Drawing color square
gl.glBegin(GL.GL_LINES);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,-255);
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gl.glColor3f(0,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,0);
gl.glColor3f(0,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(0,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(0,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,255);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,-255);
gl.glColor3f(255,0,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,0,0);
gl.glColor3f(255,255,0);
gl.glVertex3f(255,255,0);
gl.glEnd();
//End color square
gl.glPopMatrix();
gl.glPointSize(4f);
//gl.glPushMatrix();
for(int i = -1; i < shape.size(); i++)
{
gl.glPushMatrix();
gl.glTranslatef(xPos, yPos, zPos);
gl.glRotatef(view_rotx, 1f, 0f, 0f);
gl.glRotatef(view_roty, 0f, 1f, 0f);
gl.glRotatef(view_rotz, 0f, 0f, 1f);
draw = shape.getEntity(i);
//Begin spheres
//System.out.println(draw.getVector(0) + " " +
draw.getVector(1) + " " + draw.getVector(2));
gl.glTranslatef(draw.getVector(0), draw.getVector(1),
draw.getVector(2));
if (i <= -1)
gl.glColor3f(1f, 0f, 0f);
else
gl.glColor3f(0f, 1f, 0f);
//
gl.glColor3f(draw.getVector(0)/ 255f, draw.getVector(1)/
255f, -draw.getVector(2)/ 255f);
if ((displayState == 0)||(draw.getVector(6) == displayState))
{
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if (!showSpheres)
{
gl.glBegin(GL.GL_POINTS);
gl.glVertex3f(0,0,0);
gl.glEnd();
}
else

}

}

glu.gluSphere(quadric, 3.0f, 30, 17);
}
gl.glPopMatrix();

public void displayChanged(GLDrawable drawable, boolean modeChanged,
boolean deviceChanged)
{}
public void initControls()
{
menuBar = new JMenuBar();
menu = new JMenu("File");
menuBar.add(menu);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Exit");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuBar.add(menu);
menu = new JMenu("View");
cbAnimate = new JCheckBoxMenuItem("Animate");
cbAnimate.addItemListener(this);
menu.add(cbAnimate);
cbSpheres = new JCheckBoxMenuItem("Display Spheres");
cbSpheres.addItemListener(this);
menu.add(cbSpheres);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Reset");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuBar.add(menu);
menu = new JMenu("Shape");
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Cube");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Diamond");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowCircle");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowQuarterSphere");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowSphere");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
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menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Line");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Plane");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Pyramid");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Rectangle");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("Sphere");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowDiamond");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuItem = new JMenuItem("HollowPyramid");
menuItem.addActionListener(this);
menu.add(menuItem);
menuBar.add(menu);
mainFrame.setJMenuBar(menuBar);
}
public void setupFrames()
{
mainFrame = new JFrame("Actual Entities");
Dimension screenSize = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getScreenSize();
int inset = 50;
int inset2 = 10;
mainFrame.setBounds(inset, inset, screenSize.width - inset*2,
screenSize.height - inset*2);
mainFrame.addWindowListener(new WindowAdapter() {
public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e)
{
System.exit(0);
}
});
initControls();
desktop = new JDesktopPane();
iFrame = new JInternalFrame("Display", true, true, true, false);
mainFrame.setVisible(true);
desktop.setVisible(true);
iFrame.setVisible(true);
iFrame.setBounds(inset2, inset2, mainFrame.getWidth() - 4 * 100,
mainFrame.getWidth() - 4 * 100);
iFrame.setDefaultCloseOperation(WindowConstants.DISPOSE_ON_CLOSE);
iFrame.addInternalFrameListener(this);
desktop.add(iFrame);
mainFrame.setContentPane(desktop);
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desktop.putClientProperty("JDesktopPane.dragMode", "outline");
//CANVAS
canvas = new GLCanvas();
//GLDrawableFactory.getFactory().createGLCanvas(new GLCapabilities());
canvas.setSize(iFrame.getWidth() - 12, iFrame.getHeight() - 33);
canvas.addGLEventListener(this);
canvas.addMouseListener(this);
canvas.addMouseMotionListener(this);
canvas.addKeyListener(this);
iFrame.getContentPane().add(canvas, BorderLayout.CENTER);
}
public void createAnimator()
{
animator = new Animator(canvas);
}
public void startAnimator()
{
animator.start();
}
public void stopAnimator()
{
animator.stop();
}
public void internalFrameActivated(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameClosed(InternalFrameEvent e)
{
stopAnimator();
}
public void internalFrameClosing(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameDeactivated(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameDeiconified(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameIconified(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
public void internalFrameOpened(InternalFrameEvent e) {}
// Methods to implement MouseListner interface
int prevMouseX, prevMouseY;
boolean mouseRButtonDown = false;
public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e)
{
prevMouseX = e.getX();
prevMouseY = e.getY();
if ( (e.getModifiers() & InputEvent.BUTTON3_MASK) != 0 )
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{
}

}

mouseRButtonDown = true;

public void mouseReleased( MouseEvent e )
{
if ( (e.getModifiers() & InputEvent.BUTTON3_MASK) != 0 )
{
mouseRButtonDown = false;
}
}
// Additional methods required for the implementation of MouseListener
public void mouseEntered( MouseEvent e ) {}
public void mouseExited( MouseEvent e ) {}
public void mouseClicked( MouseEvent e ) {}
// Methods required for the implementation of MouseMotionListener
static float view_rotx = 20.0f, view_roty = 30.0f, view_rotz = 0.0f;
public void mouseDragged( MouseEvent e )
{
int x = e.getX();
int y = e.getY();
Dimension size = e.getComponent().getSize();
float thetaY = 360.0f * ( (float)(x-prevMouseX)/(float)size.width);
float thetaX = 360.0f * ( (float)(prevMouseY-y)/(float)size.height);
prevMouseX = x;
prevMouseY = y;
view_rotx += thetaX;
view_roty += thetaY;
}
public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e) {}
public void keyPressed(KeyEvent e)
{
int key = e.getKeyCode();
switch (key)
{
case KeyEvent.VK_HOME:
view_rotx -=
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_END:
view_rotx +=
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_INSERT:
view_roty
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_DELETE:
view_roty

5;
5;
-= 5;
+= 5;
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case KeyEvent.VK_PAGE_UP:
case KeyEvent.VK_PAGE_DOWN:
case KeyEvent.VK_UP:
case KeyEvent.VK_DOWN:
case KeyEvent.VK_W:
case KeyEvent.VK_S:
case KeyEvent.VK_A:
case KeyEvent.VK_D:
case KeyEvent.VK_SPACE:

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

break;
view_rotz -= 5;
break;
view_rotz += 5;
break;
zPos += 12;
break;
zPos -= 5;
break;
yPos -= 1;
break;
yPos += 1;
break;
xPos += 1;
break;
xPos -= 1;
break;
if (!converge)
{
update();
canvas.repaint();
}
break;
shape.reset();

case KeyEvent.VK_N:
switch(currentShape)
{
case 0: shape = new Cube(shape.getEntities()); break;
}
currentShape++;
if (currentShape == 12) currentShape = 0;
break;
case KeyEvent.VK_Q:
System.exit(0);
}
}
public void keyReleased(KeyEvent e) {} //ignore
public void keyTyped(KeyEvent e) {} //ignore
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Exit"))
{
animator.stop();
System.exit(0);

//

//

}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Reset"))
{
shape.reset();
}
if (e.getActionCommand().equals("Cube"))
{
shape = new Cube();
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}

}
public void itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e)
{
Object source = e.getItemSelectable();
if (source == cbAnimate)
{
if (e.getStateChange() == ItemEvent.DESELECTED)
animate = false;
else
animate = true;
}
else //cbSpheres
{
if (e.getStateChange() == ItemEvent.DESELECTED)
{
showSpheres = false;
}
else
showSpheres = true;
}
}
public void setThresh(float t)
{
vThresh=t;
System.out.println("Setting Threshold to "+vThresh);
}
public void setLRate(float t)
{
vLRate=t;
System.out.println("Setting Learning Rate to "+vLRate);
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
//java AEDisplay : non-graphical output
//java AEDisplay g : graphical interface with nothing set
//java AEDisplay g <textfile> : graphical with input file set
//java AEDisplay g <textfile> <threshhold>
//java AEDisplay g <textfile> <threshhold> <learningrate>
//java AEDisplay t <textfile> <threshhold> <learningrate> : text based
display used for quick analysis
AEDisplay2 renderer = new AEDisplay2();

}

renderer.setupFrames();
renderer.createAnimator();
renderer.startAnimator();
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/**
* @see
javax.media.opengl.GLEventListener#displayChanged(javax.media.opengl.GLAutoDrawable
, boolean, boolean)
*/
public void displayChanged(GLAutoDrawable arg0, boolean arg1, boolean arg2)
{
}
}
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public class ModifiedCube
{
//constructors
protected ModifiedActualEntity[] theEntities;
protected ModifiedActualEntity center;
protected long epoch=0;
public long getEpoch() {return epoch;}
public void setEpoch(long e) {epoch=e;}
public int size()
{
return 1000;
}
public ModifiedActualEntity[] getEntities()
{
return theEntities;
}
public String toString()
{
String result = "";
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
result = result + i + ": " + theEntities[i] + "\n";
}
result = result + "\n";
return result;
}
public ModifiedCube(ArtificialNeuralNetwork ann)
{
theEntities = new ModifiedActualEntity[1000];
float[] pos = new float[6];
center = new ModifiedActualEntity(3, ann);
pos[0] = 127.5f;
pos[1] = 127.5f;
pos[2] = -127.5f;
pos[3] = 127.5f;
pos[4] = 127.5f;
pos[5] = -127.5f;
center.place(pos);
float m, n, o;
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
theEntities[i] = new ModifiedActualEntity(3, ann);
m = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
n = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
o = (float)(Math.random() * 255);
pos[0] = m;
pos[1] = n;
pos[2] = -o;
pos[3] = m;
pos[4] = n;
pos[5] = -o;
theEntities[i].place(pos);
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}
}
public ModifiedActualEntity getEntity(int i)
{
if (i >= 0)
return theEntities[i];
else
return center;
}

}

public void update()
{
epoch++;
int prehender = (int)((Math.random() * 999) + 1);
theEntities[prehender].prehend(center);
}

